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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for transmitting and receiving a signal and an apparatus for transmitting
and receiving a signal, and more particularly, to a method for transmitting and receiving a signal and an apparatus for
transmitting and receiving a signal, which are capable of improving data transmission efficiency.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] As a digital broadcasting technology has been developed, users have received a high definition (HD) moving
image. With continuous development of a compression algorithm and high performance of hardware, a better environment
will be provided to the users in the future. A digital television (DTV) system can receive a digital broadcasting signal and
provide a variety of supplementary services to users as well as a video signal and an audio signal.
[0003] Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)-C2 is the third specification to join DVB’s family of second generation trans-
mission systems. Developed in 1994, today DVB-C is deployed in more than 50 million cable tuners worldwide. In line
with the other DVB second generation systems, DVB-C2 uses a combination of Low-density parity-check (LDPC) and
BCH codes. This powerful Forward Error correction (FEC) provides about 5dB improvement of carrier-to-noise ratio over
DVB-C. Appropriate bit-interleaving schemes optimize the overall robustness of the FEC system. Extended by a header,
these frames are called Physical Layer Pipes (PLP). One or more of these PLPs are multiplexed into a data slice. Two
dimensional interleaving (in the time and frequency domains) is applied to each slice enabling the receiver to eliminate
the impact of burst impairments and frequency selective interference such as single frequency ingress.
[0004] With the development of these digital broadcasting technologies, a requirement for a service such as a video
signal and an audio signal increased and the size of data desired by users or the number of broadcasting channels
gradually increased. A document titled "Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB); Frame structure channel coding and modu-
lation for a second generation digital terrestrial television broadcasting system (DVB-T2)", 1 October 2008 (2008-10-01),
DRAFT ETSI EN 302 755 V1.1.1 discloses a DVB system using OFDM technique. Document: DVB Organization:
"DVB_TM_C2_197_draft_en_302xxxv010101rev3.2.doc", DVB, Digital Video Broadcasting, C/O EBU-17A Ancienne
Route -Ch-1218 Grande Saconnex, Geneva-Switzerland, 14 November 2008 (2008-11-14), discloses a frame structure
channel coding for a cable transmission system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a method for transmitting and receiving a signal and an apparatus
for transmitting and receiving a signal that substantially obviate one or more problems due to limitations and disadvantages
of the related art.
[0006] An object of the present invention is to provide a method for transmitting and receiving a signal and an apparatus
for transmitting and receiving a signal, which are capable of improving data transmission efficiency.
[0007] Another object of the present invention is to provide a method for transmitting and receiving a signal and an
apparatus for transmitting and receiving a signal, which are capable of improving error correction capability of bits
configuring a service.
[0008] Additional advantages, objects, and features of the invention will be set forth in part in the description which
follows and in part will become apparent to those having ordinary skill in the art upon examination of the following. The
objectives and other advantages of the invention may be realized and attained by the structure particularly pointed out
in the written description and claims hereof as well as the appended drawings.
[0009] To achieve the objects, a first aspect of the present invention provides a method of transmitting a broadcasting
signal according to claim 1.
[0010] Another aspect of the present invention provides a method of receiving a broadcasting signal according to
claim 4.
[0011] Yet another aspect of the present invention provides an apparatus for transmitting a broadcasting signal ac-
cording to claim 7.
[0012] Yet another aspect of the present invention provides an apparatus for receiving a broadcasting signa according
to claim 10.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further understanding of the invention and are
incorporated in and constitute a part of this application, illustrate embodiment(s) of the invention and together with the
description serve to explain the principle of the invention. In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is an example of 64- Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) used in European DVB-T.
Fig. 2 is a method of Binary Reflected Gray Code (BRGC).
Fig. 3 is an output close to Gaussian by modifying 64-QAM used in DVB-T.
Fig. 4 is Hamming distance between Reflected pair in BRGC.
Fig. 5 is characteristics in QAM where Reflected pair exists for each I axis and Q axis.
Fig. 6 is a method of modifying QAM using Reflected pair of BRGC.
Fig. 7 is an example of modified 64/256/1024/4096-QAM.
Figs. 8-9 are an example of modified 64-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC.
Figs. 10-11 are an example of modified 256-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC.
Figs. 12-13 are an example of modified 1024-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(0~511).
Figs. 14-15 are an example of modified 1024-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(512~1023).
Figs. 16-17 are an example of modified 4096-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(0~511).
Figs. 18-19 are an example of modified 4096-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(512~1023).
Figs. 20-21 are an example of modified 4096-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(1024~1535).
Figs. 22-23 are an example of modified 4096-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(1536~2047).
Figs. 24-25 are an example of modified 4096-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(2048~2559).
Figs. 26-27 are an example of modified 4096-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(2560~3071).
Figs. 28-29 are an example of modified 4096-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(3072~3583).
Figs. 30-31 are an example of modified 4096-QAM using Reflected Pair of BRGC(3584~4095).
Fig. 32 is an example of Bit mapping of Modified-QAM where 256-QAM is modified using BRGC.
Fig. 33 is an example of transformation of MQAM into Non-uniform constellation.
Fig. 34 is an example of digital transmission system.
Fig. 35 is an example of an input processor.
Fig. 36 is an information that can be included in Base band (BB).
Fig. 37 is an example of BICM.
Fig. 38 is an example of shortened/punctured encoder.
Fig. 39 is an example of applying various constellations.
Fig. 40 is another example of cases where compatibility between conventional systems is considered.
Fig. 41 is a frame structure which comprises preamble for L1 signaling and data symbol for PLP data.
Fig. 42 is an example of frame builder.
Fig. 43 is an example of pilot insert (404) shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 44 is a structure of SP.
Fig. 45 is a new SP structure or Pilot Pattern (PP) 5’.
Fig. 46 is a suggested PP5’ structure.
Fig. 47 is a relationship between data symbol and preamble.
Fig. 48 is another relationship between data symbol and preamble.
Fig. 49 is an example of cable channel delay profile.
Fig. 50 is scattered pilot structure that uses z=56 and z=112.
Fig. 51 is an example of modulator based on OFDM.
Fig. 52 is an example of preamble structure.
Fig. 53 is an example of Preamble decoding.
Fig. 54 is a process for designing more optimized preamble.
Fig. 55 is another example of preamble structure
Fig. 56 is another example of Preamble decoding.
Fig. 57 is an example of Preamble structure.
Fig. 58 is an example of L1 decoding.
Fig. 59 is an example of analog processor.
Fig. 60 is an example of digital receiver system.
Fig. 61 is an example of analog processor used at receiver.
Fig. 62 is an example of demodulator.
Fig. 63 is an example of frame parser.
Fig. 64 is an example of BICM demodulator.
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Fig. 65 is an example of LDPC decoding using shortening / puncturing.
Fig. 66 is an example of output processor.
Fig. 67 is an example of L1 block repetition rate of 8 MHz.
Fig. 68 is an example of L1 block repetition rate of 8 MHz.
Fig. 69 is a new L1 block repetition rate of 7.61 MHz.
Fig. 70 is an example of L1 signaling which is transmitted in frame header.
Fig. 71 is preamble and L1 Structure simulation result.
Fig. 72 is an example of symbol interleaver.
Fig. 73 is an example of an L1 block transmission.
Fig. 74 is another example of L1 signaling transmitted within a frame header.
Fig. 75 is an example of frequency or time interleaving/deinterleaving.
Fig. 76 is a table analyzing overhead of L1 signaling which is transmitted in FECFRAME header at ModCod Header
Insert (307) on data path of BICM module shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 77 is showing a structure for FECFRAME header for minimizing overhead.
Fig. 78 is showing a bit error rate (BER) performance of the aforementioned L1 protection.
Fig. 79 is showing examples of a transmission frame and FEC frame structure.
Fig. 80 is showing an example of L1 signaling.
Fig. 81 is showing an example of L1-pre signaling.
Fig. 82 is showing a structure of L1 signaling block.
Fig. 83 is showing an L1 time interleaving.
Fig. 84 is showing an example of extracting modulation and code information.
Fig. 85 is showing another example of L1-pre signaling.
Fig. 86 is showing an example of scheduling of L1 signaling block that is transmitted in preamble.
Fig. 87 is showing an example of L1-pre signaling where power boosting is considered.
Fig 88 is showing an example of L1 signaling.
Fig. 89 is showing another example of extracting modulation and code information.
Fig. 90 is showing another example of extracting modulation and code information.
Fig. 91 is showing an example of L1-pre synchronization.
Fig. 92 is showing an example of L1-pre signaling.
Fig. 93 is showing an example of L1 signaling.
Fig. 94 is showing an example of L1 signalling path.
Fig. 95 is another example of L1 signaling transmitted within a frame header.
Fig. 96 is another example of L1 signaling transmitted within a frame header.
Fig. 97 is another example of L1 signaling transmitted within a frame header.
Fig. 98 is showing an example of L1 signaling.
Fig. 99 is an example of symbol interleaver.
Fig. 100 is showing an interleaving performance of time interleaver of Fig. 99.
Fig. 101 is an example of symbol interleaver.
Fig. 102 is showing an interleaving performance of time interleaver of Fig. 101.
Fig. 103 is an example of symbol deinterleaver.
Fig. 104 is another example of time interleaving.
Fig. 105 is a result of interleaving using method shown in Fig. 104.
Fig. 106 is an example of addressing method of Fig. 105.
Fig. 107 is another example of L1 time interleaving.
Fig. 108 is an example of symbol deinterleaver.
Fig. 109 is another example of deinterleaver.
Fig. 110 is an example of symbol deinterleaver.
Fig. 111 is an example of row and column addresses for time deinterleaving.
Fig. 112 shows an example of general block interleaving in a data symbol domain where pilots are not used.
Fig. 113 is an example of an OFDM transmitter which uses data slices.
Fig. 114 is an example of an OFDM receiver which uses data slice.
Fig. 115 is an example of time interleaver and an example of time deinterleaver.
Fig. 116 is an example of forming OFDM symbols.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0014] Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the present invention, examples of which
are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout
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the drawings to refer to the same or like parts.
[0015] In the following description, the term "service" is indicative of either broadcast contents which can be transmit-
ted/received by the signal transmission/reception apparatus.
[0016] Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) using Binary Reflected Gray Code (BRGC) is used as modulation in
a broadcasting transmission environment where conventional Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) is used. Fig. 1
shows an example of 64-QAM used in European DVB-T.
[0017] BRGC can be made using the method shown in Fig. 2. An n bit BRGC can be made by adding a reverse code
of (n-1) bit BRGC (i.e., reflected code) to a back of (n-1) bit, by adding 0s to a front of original (n-1) bit BRGC, and by
adding 1s to a front of reflected code. The BRGC code made by this method has a Hamming distance between adjacent
codes of one (1). In addition, when BRGC is applied to QAM, the Hamming distance between a point and the four points
which are most closely adjacent to the point, is one (1) and the Hamming distance between the point and another four
points which are second most closely adjacent to the point, is two (2). Such characteristics of Hamming distances
between a specific constellation point and other adjacent points can be dubbed as Gray mapping rule in QAM.
[0018] To make a system robust against Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), distribution of signals transmitted
from a transmitter can be made close to Gaussian distribution. To be able to do that, locations of points in constellation
can be modified. Fig. 3 shows an output close to Gaussian by modifying 64-QAM used in DVB-T. Such constellation
can be dubbed as Non-uniform QAM (NU-QAM).
[0019] To make a constellation of Non-uniform QAM, Gaussian Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) can be used.
In case of 64, 256, or 1024 QAM, i.e., 2^N AMs, QAM can be divided into two independent N-PAM. By dividing Gaussian
CDF into N sections of identical probability and by allowing a signal point in each section to represent the section, a
constellation having Gaussian distribution can be made. In other words, coordinate xj of newly defined non-uniform N-
PAM can be defined as follows:

[0020] Fig. 3 is an example of transforming 64QAM of DVB-T into NU-64QAM using the above methods. Fig. 3
represents a result of modifying coordinates of each I axis and Q axis using the above methods and mapping the previous
constellation points to newly defined coordinates. In case of 32, 128, or 512 QAM, i.e., cross QAM, which is not 2^N
QAM, by modifying Pj appropriately, a new coordinate can be found.
[0021] One embodiment of the present invention can modify QAM using BRGC by using characteristics of BRGC. As
shown in Fig. 4, the Hamming distance between Reflected pair in BRGC is one because it differs only in one bit which
is added to the front of each code. Fig. 5 shows the characteristics in QAM where Reflected pair exists for each I axis
and Q axis. In this figure, Reflected pair exists on each side of the dotted black line.
[0022] By using Reflected pairs existing in QAM, an average power of a QAM constellation can be lowered while
keeping Gray mapping rule in QAM. In other words, in a constellation where an average power is normalized as 1, the
minimum Euclidean distance in the constellation can be increased. When this modified QAM is applied to broadcasting
or communication systems, it is possible to implement either a more noise-robust system using the same energy as a
conventional system or a system with the same performance as a conventional system but which uses less energy.
[0023] Fig. 6 shows a method of modifying QAM using Reflected pair of BRGC. Fig. 6a shows a constellation and Fig.
6b shows a flowchart for modifying QAM using Reflected pair of BRGC. First, a target point which has the highest power
among constellation points needs to be found. Candidate points are points where that target point can move and are
the closest neighbor points of the target point’s reflected pair. Then, an empty point (i.e., a point which is not yet taken
by other points) having the smallest power needs to be found among the candidate points and the power of the target
point and the power of a candidate point are compared. If the power of the candidate point is smaller, the target point
moves to the candidate point. These processes are repeated until an average power of the points on constellation
reaches a minimum while keeping Gray mapping rule.
[0024] Fig. 7 shows an example of modified 64/256/1024/4096-QAM. The Gray mapped values correspond to Figs.
8 - 31 respectively. In addition to these examples, other types of modified QAM which enables identical power optimization
can be realized. This is because a target point can move to multiple candidate points. The suggested modified QAM
can be applied to, not only the 64/256/1024/4096-QAM, but also cross QAM, a bigger size QAM, or modulations using
other BRGC other than QAM.
[0025] Fig. 32 shows an example of Bit mapping of Modified-QAM where 256-QAM is modified using BRGC. Fig. 32a
and Fig. 32b show mapping of Most Significant Bits (MSB). Points designated as filled circles represent mappings of
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ones and points designated as blank circles represent mappings of zeros. In a same manner, each bit is mapped as
shown in figures from (a) through (h) in Fig. 32, until Least Significant Bits(LSB) are mapped. As shown in Fig. 32,
Modified-QAM can enable bit decision using only I or Q axes as conventional QAM, except for a bit which is next to MSB
(Fig. 32c and Fig. 32d). By using these characteristics, a simple receiver can be made by partially modifying a receiver
for QAM. An efficient receiver can be implemented by checking both I and Q values only when determining bit next to
MSB and by calculating only I or Q for the rest of bits. This method can be applied to Approximate LLR, Exact LLR, or
Hard decision.
[0026] By using the Modified-QAM or MQAM, which uses the characteristics of above BRGC, Non-uniform constellation
or NU-MQAM can be made. In the above equation where Gaussian CDF is used, Pj can be modified to fit MQAM. Just
like QAM, in MQAM, two PAMs having I axis and Q axis can be considered. However, unlike QAM where a number of
points corresponding to a value of each PAM axis are identical, the number of points changes in MQAM. If a number of
points that corresponds to jth value of PAM is defined as nj in a MQAM where a total of M constellation points exist, then
Pj can be defined as follows: 

[0027] By using the newly defined Pj, MQAM can be transformed into Non-uniform constellation. Pj can be defiend
as follows for the example of 256-MQAM. 

[0028] Fig. 33 is an example of transformation of MQAM into Non-uniform constellation. The NU-MQAM made using
these methods can retain characteristics of MQAM receivers with modified coordinates of each PAM. Thus, an efficient
receiver can be implemented. In addition, a more noise-robust system than the previous NU-QAM can be implemented.
For a more efficient broadcasting transmission system, hybridizing MQAM and NU-MQAM is possible. In other words,
a more noise-robust system can be implemented by using MQAM for an environment where an error correction code
with high code rate is used and by using NU-MQAM otherwise. For such a case, a transmitter can let a receiver have
information of code rate of an error correction code currently used and a kind of modulation currently used such that the
receiver can demodulate according to the modulation currently used.
[0029] Fig. 34 shows an example of digital transmission system. Inputs can comprise a number of MPEG-TS streams
or GSE (General Stream Encapsulation) streams. An input processor module 101 can add transmission parameters to
input stream and perform scheduling for a BICM module 102. The BICM module 102 can add redundancy and interleave
data for transmission channel error correction. A frame builder 103 can build frames by adding physical layer signaling
information and pilots. A modulator 104 can perform modulation on input symbols in efficient methods. An analog
processor 105 can perform various processes for converting input digital signals into output analog signals.
[0030] Fig. 35 shows an example of an input processor. Input MPEG-TS or GSE stream can be transformed by input
preprocessor into a total of n streams which will be independently processed. Each of those streams can be either a
complete TS frame which includes multiple service components or a minimum TS frame which includes service com-
ponent (i.e., video or audio). In addition, each of those streams can be a GSE stream which transmits either multiple
services or a single service.
[0031] Input interface module 202-1 can allocate a number of input bits equal to the maximum data field capacity of
a Baseband (BB) frame. A padding may be inserted to complete the LDPC/BCH code block capacity. The input stream
sync module 203-1 can provide a mechanism to regenerate, in the receiver, the clock of the Transport Stream (or
packetized Generic Stream), in order to guarantee end-to-end constant bit rates and delay.
[0032] In order to allow the Transport Stream recombining without requiring additional memory in the receiver, the
input Transport Streams are delayed by delay compensators 204-1~n considering interleaving parameters of the data
PLPs in a group and the corresponding common PLP. Null packet deleting modules 205-1-n can increase transmission
efficiency by removing inserted null packet for a case of VBR (variable bit rate) service. Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
encoder modules 206-1~n can add CRC parity to increase transmission reliability of BB frame. BB header inserting
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modules 207-1-n can add BB frame header at a beginning portion of BB frame. Information that can be included in BB
header is shown in Fig. 36.
[0033] A Merger/slicer module 208 can perform BB frame slicing from each PLP, merging BB frames from multiple
PLPs, and scheduling each BB frame within a transmission frame. Therefore, the merger/slicer module 208 can output
L1 signaling information which relates to allocation of PLP in frame. Lastly, a BB scrambler module 209 can randomize
input bitstreams to minimize correlation between bits within bitstreams. The modules in shadow in Fig. 35 are modules
used when transmission system uses a single PLP, the other modules in Fig. 35 are modules used when the transmission
device uses multiple PLPs.
[0034] Fig. 37 shows an example of BICM module. Fig. 37a shows data path and Fig. 37b shows L1 path of BICM
module. An outer coder module 301 and an inner coder module 303 can add redundancy to input bitstreams for error
correction. An outer interleaver module 302 and an inner interleaver module 304 can interleave bits to prevent burst
error. The Outer interleaver module 302 can be omitted if the BICM is specifically for DVB-C2. A bit demux module 305
can control reliability of each bit output from the inner interleaver module 304. A symbol mapper module 306 can map
input bitstreams into symbol streams. At this time, it is possible to use any of a conventional QAM, an MQAM which
uses the aforementioned BRGC for performance improvement, an NU-QAM which uses Non-uniform modulation, or an
NU-MQAM which uses Non-uniform modulation applied BRGC for performance improvement. To construct a system
which is more robust against noise, combinations of modulations using MQAM and/or NU-MQAM depending on the
code rate of the error correction code and the constellation capacity can be considered. At this time, the Symbol mapper
module 306 can use a proper constellation according to the code rate and constellation capacity. Fig. 39 shows an
example of such combinations.
[0035] Case 1 shows an example of using only NU-MQAM at low code rate for simplified system implementation.
Case 2 shows an example of using optimized constellation at each code rate. The transmitter can send information
about the code rate of the error correction code and the constellation capacity to the receiver such that the receiver can
use an appropriate constellation. Fig. 40 shows another example of cases where compatibility between conventional
systems is considered. In addition to the examples, further combinations for optimizing the system are possible.
[0036] The ModCod Header inserting module 307 shown in Fig. 37 can take Adaptive coding and modulation (ACM)Nar-
iable coding and modulation (VCM) feedback information and add parameter information used in coding and modulation
to a FEC block as header. The Modulation type/Coderate (ModCod) header can include the following information:

* FEC type (1 bits) - long or short LDPC
* Coderate (3 bits)
* Modulation (3 bits) - up-to 64K QAM
* PLP identifier (8 bits)

[0037] The Symbol interleaver module 308 can perform interleaving in symbol domain to obtain additional interleaving
effects. Similar processes performed on data path can be performed on L1 signaling path but with possibly different
parameters (301-1 - 308-1). At this point, a shortened/punctured code module (303-1) can be used for inner code.
[0038] Fig. 38 shows an example of LDPC encoding using shortening / puncturing. Shortening process can be per-
formed on input blocks which have less bits than a required number of bits for LDPC encoding as many zero bits required
for LDPC encoding can be padded (301c). Zero Padded input bitstreams can have parity bits through LDPC encoding
(302c). At this time, for bitstreams that correspond to original bitstreams, zeros can be removed (303c) and for parity
bitstreams, puncturing (304c) can be performed according to code-rates. These processed information bitstreams and
parity bitstreams can be multiplexed into original sequences and outputted (305c).
[0039] Fig. 41 shows a frame structure which comprises preamble for L1 signaling and data symbol for PLP data. It
can be seen that preamble and data symbols are cyclically generated, using one frame as a unit. Data symbols comprise
PLP type 0 which is transmitted using a fixed modulation/coding and PLP type 1 which is transmitted using a variable
modulation/coding. For PLP type 0, information such as modulation, FEC type, and FEC code rate are transmitted in
preamble (see Fig. 42 Frame header insert 401). For PLP type 1, corresponding information can be transmitted in FEC
block header of a data symbol (see Fig. 37 ModCod header insert 307). By the separation of PLP types, ModCod
overhead can be reduced by 3~4% from a total transmission rate, for PLP type0 which is transmitted at a fixed bit rate.
At a receiver, for fixed modulation/coding PLP of PLP type 0, Frame header remover r401 shown in Fig. 63 can extract
information on Modulation and FEC code rate and provide the extracted information to a BICM decoding module. For
variable modulation/coding PLP of PLP type 1, ModCod extracting modules, r307 and r307-1 shown in Fig. 64 can
extract and provide the parameters necessary for BICM decoding.
[0040] Meanwhile, in a data transmission system which employs channel bundling or channel bonding scheme such
as DVB-C2 (Digital Video Broadcasting for Cable systems, the second generation) system, it is necessary to transmit
data frames by packages. This is because the tuner at the receiver does not know where the tuner window is located
in the received frames where a plurality of channels are bundled. The packages of data symbols may consist of OFDM
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cells which comprise multiple data PLPs. In DVB-C2 system, the package data frame is called a data slice. Specifically,
the data slice, in DVB-C2 system, is a group of OFDM Cells carrying one or multiple PLPs in a certain frequency sub-
band. This set consists of OFDM Cells within a fixed range of consecutive cell addresses within each Data Symbol and
spans over the complete C2 Frame, except the Preamble Symbols.
[0041] The data packages like data slice would not be necessary in a data transmission system which does not employ
channel bundling scheme such as DVB-T2 (Digital Video Broadcasting for a Terrestrial television broadcasting system,
the second generation) system.
[0042] The data slice can be formed or built by a frame builder 103 of Fig. 34.
[0043] Also, preferably, the bandwidth of data slices may be less than the bandwidth of L1. Referring to Fig. 53, when
L1 blocks are repeated, if the bandwidth of data slice is larger than those of L1 blocks, it is not possible to find out the
location of the tuner window in the data symbol parts in the received frame.
[0044] Fig. 42 shows an example of a frame builder 103 of Fig. 34. A frame header inserting module 401 can form a
frame from input symbol streams and can add frame header at front of each transmitted frame. The frame header can
include the following information:

* Number of bonded channels (4 bits)
* Guard interval (2 bits)
* PAPR (2 bits)
* Pilot pattern (2 bits)
* Digital System identification (16 bits)
* Frame identification (16 bits)
* Frame length (16 bits) - number of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols per frame
* Superframe length (16 bits) - number of frames per superframe
* number of PLPs (8 bits)
* for each PLP

PLP identification (8 bits)
Channel bonding id (4 bits)
PLP start (9 bits)
PLP type (2 bits) - common PLP or others
PLP payload type (5 bits)
MC type (1 bit) - fixed/variable modulation & coding
if MC type == fixed modulation & coding

FEC type (1 bits) - long or short LDPC
Coderate (3 bits)
Modulation (3 bits) - up-to 64K QAM

end if;
Number of notch channels (2 bits)
for each notch

Notch start (9 bits)
Notch width (9 bits)

end for;
PLP width (9 bits) - max number of FEC blocks of PLP
PLP time interleaving type (2 bits)

end for;
* CRC-32 (32 bits)

[0045] Channel bonding environment is assumed for L1 information transmitted in Frame header and data that cor-
respond to each data slice is defined as PLP. Therefore, information such as PLP identifier, channel bonding identifier,
and PLP start address are required for each channel used in bonding. One embodiment of this invention suggests
transmitting ModCod field in FEC frame header if PLP type supports variable modulation/coding and transmitting ModCod
field in Frame header if PLP type supports fixed modulation/coding to reduce signaling overhead. In addition, if a Notch
band exists for each PLP, by transmitting the start address of the Notch and its width, decoding corresponding carriers
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at the receiver can become unnecessary.
[0046] Fig. 43 shows an example of Pilot Pattern 5 (PP5) applied in a channel bonding environment. As shown, if SP
positions are coincident with preamble pilot positions, irregular pilot structure can occur.
[0047] Fig. 43a shows an example of pilot inserting module 404 as shown in Fig. 42. As represented in Fig. 43, if a
single frequency band (for example, 8 MHz) is used, the available bandwidth is 7.61 MHz, but if multiple frequency bands
are bonded, guard bands can be removed, thus, frequency efficiency can increase greatly. Fig. 43b is an example of
preamble inserting module 504 as shown in Fig. 51 that is transmitted at the front part of the frame and even with channel
bonding, the preamble has repetition rate of 7.61 MHz, which is bandwidth of L1 block. This is a structure considering
the bandwidth of a tuner which performs initial channel scanning.
[0048] Pilot Patterns exist for both Preamble and Data Symbols. For data symbol, scattered pilot (SP) patterns can
be used. Pilot Pattern 5 (PP5) and Pilot Pattern 7 (PP7) of T2 can be good candidates for frequency-only interpolation.
PP5 has x=12, y=4, z=48 for GI=1/64 and PP7 has x=24, y=4, z=96 for GI=1/128. Additional time-interpolation is also
possible for a better channel estimation. Pilot patterns for preamble can cover all possible pilot positions for initial channel
acquisition. In addition, preamble pilot positions should be coincident with SP positions and a single pilot pattern for both
the preamble and the SP is desired. Preamble pilots could also be used for time-interpolation and every preamble could
have an identical pilot pattern. These requirements are important for C2 detection in scanning and necessary for frequency
offset estimation with scrambling sequence correlation. In a channel bonding environment, the coincidence in pilot
positions should also be kept for channel bonding because irregular pilot structure may degrade interpolation perform-
ance.
[0049] In detail, if a distance z between scattered pilots (SPs) in an OFDM symbol is 48 and if a distance y between
SPs corresponding to a specific SP carrier along the time axis is 4, an effective distance x after time interpolation becomes
12. This is when a guard interval (GI) fraction is 1/64. If GI fraction is 1/128, x=24, y=4, and z=96 can be used. If channel
bonding is used, SP positions can be made coincident with preamble pilot positions by generating non-continuous points
in scattered pilot structure.
[0050] At this time, preamble pilot positions can be coincident with every SP positions of data symbol. When channel
bonding is used, data slice where a service is transmitted, can be determined regardless of 8 MHz bandwidth granularity.
However, for reducing overhead for data slice addressing, transmission starting from SP position and ending at SP
position can be chosen.
[0051] When a receiver receives such SPs, if necessary, channel estimation module r501 shown in Fig. 62 can perform
time interpolation to obtain pilots shown in dotted lines in Fig. 43 and perform frequency interpolation. At this time, for
non-continuous points of which intervals are designated as 32 in Fig. 43, either performing interpolations on left and
right separately or performing interpolations on only one side then performing interpolation on the other side by using
the already interpolated pilot positions of which interval is 12 as a reference point can be implemented. At this time, data
slice width can vary within 7.61 MHz, thus, a receiver can minimize power consumption by performing channel estimation
and decoding only necessary subcarriers.
[0052] Fig. 44 shows another example of PP5 applied in channel bonding environment or a structure of SP for main-
taining effective distance x as 12 to avoid irregular SP structure shown in Fig. 43 when channel bonding is used. Fig.
44a is a structure of SP for data symbol and Fig. 44b is a structure of SP for preamble symbol.
[0053] As shown, if SP distance is kept consistent in case of channel bonding, there will be no problem in frequency
interpolation but pilot positions between data symbol and preamble may not be coincident. In other words, this structure
does not require additional channel estimation for an irregular SP structure, however, SP positions used in channel
bonding and preamble pilot positions become different for each channel.
[0054] Fig. 45 shows a new SP structure or PP5’ to provide a solution to the two problems aforementioned in channel
bonding environment. Specifically, a pilot distance of x=16 can solve those problems. To preserve pilot density or to
maintain the same overhead, a PP5’ can have x=16, y=3, z=48 for GI=1/64 and a PP7’ can have x=16, y=6, z=96 for
GI=1/128. Frequency-only interpolation capability can still be maintained. Pilot positions are depicted in Fig. 45 for
comparison with PP5 structure.
[0055] Fig. 46 shows an example of a new SP Pattern or PP5’ structure in channel bonding environment. As shown
in figure 46, whether either single channel or channel bonding is used, an effective pilot distance x=16 can be provided.
In addition, because SP positions can be made coincident with preamble pilot positions, channel estimation deterioration
caused by SP irregularity or non-coincident SP positions can be avoided. In other words, no irregular SP position exists
for freq-interpolator and coincidence between preamble and SP positions is provided.
[0056] Consequently, the proposed new SP patterns can be advantageous in that single SP pattern can be used for
both single and bonded channel; no irregular pilot structure can be caused, thus a good channel estimation is possible;
both preamble and SP pilot positions can be kept coincident; pilot density can be kept the same as for PP5 and PP7
respectively; and Frequency-only interpolation capability can also be preserved.
[0057] In addition, the preamble structure can meet the requirements such as preamble pilot positions should cover
all possible SP positions for initial channel acquisition; maximum number of carriers should be 3409 (7.61 MHz) for initial
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scanning; exactly same pilot patterns and scrambling sequence should be used for C2 detection; and no detection-
specific preamble like P1 in T2 is required.
[0058] In terms of relation with frame structure, data slice position granularity may be modified to 16 carriers rather
than 12, thus, less position addressing overhead can occur and no other problem regarding data slice condition, Null
slot condition etc can be expected.
[0059] Therefore, at channel estimation module r501 of Fig. 62, pilots in every preamble can be used when time
interpolation of SP of data symbol is performed. Therefore, channel acquisition and channel estimation at the frame
boundaries can be improved.
[0060] Now, regarding requirements related to the preamble and the pilot structure, there is consensus in that positions
of preamble pilots and SPs should coincide regardless of channel bonding; the number of total carriers in L1 block should
be dividable by pilot distance to avoid irregular structure at band edge; L1 blocks should be repeated in frequency
domain; and L1 blocks should always be decodable in arbitrary tuner window position. Additional requirements would
be that pilot positions and patterns should be repeated by period of 8 MHz; correct carrier frequency offset should be
estimated without channel bonding knowledge; and L1 decoding (re-ordering) is impossible before the frequency offset
is compensated.
[0061] Fig. 47 shows a relationship between data symbol and preamble when preamble structures as shown in Fig.
52 and Fig. 53 are used. L1 block can be repeated by period of 6 MHz. For L1 decoding, both frequency offset and
Preamble shift pattern should be found. L1 decoding is not possible in arbitrary tuner position without channel bonding
information and a receiver cannot differentiate between preamble shift value and frequency offset.
[0062] Thus, a receiver, specifically for Frame header remover r401 shown in Fig. 63 to perform L1 signal decoding,
channel bonding structure needs to be obtained. Because preamble shift amount expected at two vertically shadowed
regions in Fig. 47 is known, time/freq synchronizing module r505 in Fig. 62 can estimate carrier frequency offset. Based
on the estimation, L1 signaling path (r308-1 - r301-1) in Fig. 64 can decode L1.
[0063] Fig. 48 shows a relationship between data symbol and preamble when the preamble structure as shown in Fig.
55 is used. L1 block can be repeated by period of 8 MHz. For L1 decoding, only frequency offset needs to be found and
channel bonding knowledge may not be required. Frequency offset can be easily estimated by using known Pseudo
Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) sequence. As shown in Fig. 48, preamble and data symbols are aligned, thus,
additional sync search can become unnecessary. Therefore, for a receiver, specifically for the Frame header remover
module r401 shown in Fig. 63, it is possible that only correlation peak with pilot scrambling sequence needs to be obtained
to perform L1 signal decoding. The time/freq synchronizing module r505 in Fig. 62 can estimate carrier frequency offset
from peak position.
[0064] Fig. 49 shows an example of cable channel delay profile.
[0065] From the point of view of pilot design, current GI already over-protects delay spread of cable channel. In the
worst case, redesigning the channel model can be an option. To repeat the pattern exactly every 8 MHz, the pilot distance
should be a divisor of 3584 carriers (z=32 or 56). A pilot density of z=32 can increase pilot overhead, thus, z=56 can be
chosen. Slightly less delay coverage may not be an important in cable channel. For example, it can be 8 ms for PP5’
and 4 ms for PP7’ compared to 9.3 ms (PP5) and 4.7 ms (PP7). Meaningful delays can be covered by both pilot patterns
even in a worst case. For preamble pilot position, no more than all SP positions in data symbol are necessary.
[0066] If the -40 dB delay path can be ignored, actual delay spread can become 2.5 us, 1/64 GI = 7 ms, or 1/128 GI
= 3.5 ms. This shows that pilot distance parameter, z=56 can be a good enough value. In addition, z=56 can be a
convenient value for structuring pilot pattern that enables preamble structure shown in Fig. 48.
[0067] Fig. 50 shows scattered pilot structure that uses z=56 and z=112 which is constructed at pilot inserting module
404 in Fig. 42. PP5’ (x=14, y=4, z=56) and PP7’ (x=28, y=4, z=112) are proposed. Edge carriers could be inserted for
closing edge.
[0068] As shown in Fig. 50, pilots are aligned at 8 MHz from each edge of the band, every pilot position and pilot
structure can be repeated every 8 MHz. Thus, this structure can support the preamble structure shown in Fig. 48. In
addition, a common pilot structure between preamble and data symbols can be used. Therefore, channel estimation
module r501 in Fig. 62 can perform channel estimation using interpolation on preamble and data symbols because no
irregular pilot pattern can occur, regardless of window position which is decided by data slice locations. At this time,
using only frequency interpolation can be enough to compensate channel distortion from delay spread. If time interpolation
is performed additionally, more accurate channel estimation can be performed.
[0069] Consequently, in the new proposed pilot pattern, pilot position and pattern can be repeated based on a period
of 8 MHz. A single pilot pattern can be used for both preamble and data symbols. L1 decoding can always be possible
without channel bonding knowledge. In addition, the proposed pilot pattern may not affect commonality with T2 because
the same pilot strategy of scattered pilot pattern can be used; T2 already uses 8 different pilot patterns; and no significant
receiver complexity can be increased by modified pilot patterns. For a pilot scrambling sequence, the period of PRBS
can be 2047 (m-sequence); PRBS generation can be reset every 8 MHz, of which the period is 3584; pilot repetition
rate of 56 can be also co-prime with 2047; and no PAPR issue can be expected.
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[0070] Fig. 51 shows an example of a modulator based on OFDM. Input symbol streams can be transformed into time
domain by IFFT module 501. If necessary, peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) can be reduced at PAPR reducing
module 502. For PAPR methods, Active constellation extension (ACE) or tone reservation can be used. GI inserting
module 503 can copy a last part of effective OFDM symbol to fill guard interval in a form of cyclic prefix.
[0071] Preamble inserting module 504 can insert preamble at the front of each transmitted frame such that a receiver
can detect digital signal, frame and acquire time/freq offset acquisition. At this time, the preamble signal can perform
physical layer signaling such as FFT size (3 bits) and Guard interval size (3 bits). The Preamble inserting module 504
can be omitted if the modulator is specifically for DVB-C2.
[0072] Fig. 52 shows an example of a preamble structure for channel bonding, generated at preamble inserting module
504 in Fig. 51. One complete L1 block should be "always decodable" in any arbitrary 7.61 MHz tuning window position
and no loss of L1 signaling regardless of tuner window position should occur. As shown, L1 blocks can be repeated in
frequency domain by period of 6 MHz. Data symbol can be channel bonded for every 8 MHz. If, for L1 decoding, a
receiver uses a tuner such as the tuner r603 represented in Fig. 61 which uses a bandwidth of 7.61 MHz, the Frame
header remover r401 in Fig. 63 needs to rearrange the received cyclic shifted L1 block (Fig. 53) to its original form. This
rearrangement is possible because L1 block is repeated for every 6MHz block. Fig. 53a can be reordered into Fig. 53b.
[0073] Fig. 54 shows a process for designing a more optimized preamble. The preamble structure of Fig. 52 uses only
6MHz of total tuner bandwidth 7.61 MHz for L1 decoding. In terms of spectrum efficiency, tuner bandwidth of 7.61 MHz
is not fully utilized. Therefore, there can be further optimization in spectrum efficiency.
[0074] Fig. 55 shows another example of preamble structure or preamble symbols structure for full spectrum efficiency,
generated at Frame Header Inserting module 401 in Fig. 42. Just like data symbol, L1 blocks can be repeated in frequency
domain by period of 8 MHz. One complete L1 block is still "always decodable" in any arbitrary 7.61 MHz tuning window
position. After tuning, the 7.61 MHz data can be regarded as a virtually punctured code. Having exactly the same
bandwidth for both the preamble and data symbols and exactly the same pilot structure for both the preamble and data
symbols can maximize spectrum efficiency. Other features such as cyclic shifted property and not sending L1 block in
case of no data slice can be kept unchanged. In other words, the bandwidth of preamble symbols can be identical with
the bandwidth of data symbols or, as shown in Fig. 57, the bandwidth of the preamble symbols can be the bandwidth
of the tuner (here, it’s 7.61 MHz). The tuner bandwidth can be defined as a bandwidth that corresponds to a number of
total active carriers when a single channel is used. That is, the bandwidth of the preamble symbol can correspond to
the number of total active carriers (here, it’s 7.61 MHz).
[0075] Fig. 56 shows a virtually punctured code. The 7.61 MHz data among the 8 MHz L1 block can be considered
as punctured coded. When a tuner r603 shown in Fig. 61 uses 7.61 MHz bandwidth for L1 decoding, Frame header
remover r401 in Fig. 63 needs to rearrange received, cyclic shifted L1 block into original form as shown in Fig. 56. At
this time, L1 decoding is performed using the entire bandwidth of the tuner. Once the L1 block is rearranged, a spectrum
of the rearranged L1 block can have a blank region within the spectrum as shown in upper right side of Fig. 56 because
an original size of L1 block is 8 MHz bandwidth.
[0076] Once the blank region is zero padded, either after deinterleaving in symbol domain by the freq. deinterleaver
r403 in Fig. 63 or by the symbol deinterleaver r308-1 in Fig. 64 or after deinterleaving in bit domain by the symbol
demapper r306-1, bit mux r305-1, and inner deinterleaver r304-1 in Fig. 64, the block can have a form which appears
to be punctured as shown in lower right side of Fig. 56.
[0077] This L1 block can be decoded at the punctured/shortened decode module r303-1 in Fig. 64. By using these
preamble structure, the entire tuner bandwidth can be utilized, thus spectrum efficiency and coding gain can be increased.
In addition, an identical bandwidth and pilot structure can be used for the preamble and data symbols.
[0078] In addition, if the preamble bandwidth or the preamble symbols bandwidth is set as a tuner bandwidth as shown
in Fig. 58, (it’s 7.61 MHz in the example), a complete L1 block can be obtained after rearrangement even without
puncturing. In other words, for a frame having preamble symbols, wherein the preamble symbols have at least one layer
1 (L1) block, it can be said, the L1 block has 3408 active subcarriers and the 3408 active subcarriers correspond to 7.61
MHz of 8MHz Radio Frequency (RF) band.
[0079] Thus, spectrum efficiency and L1 decoding performance can be maximized. In other words, at a receiver,
decoding can be performed at punctured/shortened decode module r303-1 in Fig. 64, after performing only deinterleaving
in the symbol domain.
[0080] Consequently, the proposed new preamble structure can be advantageous in that it’s fully compatible with
previously used preamble except that the bandwidth is different; L1 blocks are repeated by period of 8 MHz; L1 block
can be always decodable regardless of tuner window position; Full tuner bandwidth can be used for L1 decoding;
maximum spectrum efficiency can guarantee more coding gain; incomplete L1 block can be considered as punctured
coded; simple and same pilot structure can be used for both preamble and data; and identical bandwidth can be used
for both preamble and data.
[0081] Fig. 59 shows an example of an analog processor. A DAC module 601 can convert digital signal input into
analog signal. After transmission frequency bandwidth is up-converted (602) and analog filtered (603) signal can be
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transmitted.
[0082] Fig. 60 shows an example of a digital receiver system. Received signal is converted into digital signal at an
analog process module r105. A demodulator r104 can convert the signal into data in frequency domain. A frame parser
r103 can remove pilots and headers and enable selection of service information that needs to be decoded. A BICM
demodulator r102 can correct errors in the transmission channel. An output processor r101 can restore the originally
transmitted service stream and timing information.
[0083] Fig. 61 shows an example of analog processor used at the receiver. A Tuner/AGC module r603 can select
desired frequency bandwidth from received signal. A down converting module r602 can restore baseband. An ADC
module r601 can convert analog signal into digital signal.
[0084] Fig. 62 shows an example of demodulator. A frame detecting module r506 can detect the preamble, check if
a corresponding digital signal exists, and detect a start of a frame. A time/freq synchronizing module r505 can perform
synchronization in time and frequency domains. At this time, for time domain synchronization, a guard interval correlation
can be used. For frequency domain synchronization, correlation can be used or offset can be estimated from phase
information of a subcarrier that is transmitted in the frequency domain. A preamble removing module r504 can remove
preamble from the front of detected frame. A GI removing module r503 can remove guard interval. A FFT module r501
can transform signal in the time domain into signal in the frequency domain. A channel estimation/equalization module
r501 can compensate errors by estimating distortion in transmission channel using pilot symbol. The Preamble removing
module r504 can be omitted if the demodulator is specifically for DVB-C2.
[0085] Fig. 63 shows an example of frame parser. A pilot removing module r404 can remove pilot symbol. A freq
deinterleaving module r403 can perform deinterleaving in the frequency domain. An OFDM symbol merger r402 can
restore data frame from symbol streams transmitted in OFDM symbols. A frame header removing module r401 can
extract physical layer signaling from header of each transmitted frame and remove header. Extracted information can
be used as parameters for following processes in the receiver.
[0086] Fig. 64 shows an example of a BICM demodulator. Fig. 64a shows a data path and Fig. 64b shows a L1 signaling
path. A symbol deinterleaver r308 can perform deinterleaving in the symbol domain. A ModCod extract r307 can extract
ModCod parameters from front of each BB frame and make the parameters available for following adaptive/variable
demodulation and decoding processes. A Symbol demapper r306 can demap input symbol streams into bit Log-Likely-
hood Ratio (LLR) streams. The Output bit LLR streams can be calculated by using a constellation used in a Symbol
mapper 306 of the transmitter as reference point. At this point, when the aforementioned MQAM or NU-MQAM is used,
by calculating both I axis and Q axis when calculating bit nearest from MSB and by calculating either I axis or Q axis
when calculating the rest bits, an efficient symbol demapper can be implemented. This method can be applied to, for
example, Approximate LLR, Exact LLR, or Hard decision.
[0087] When an optimized constellation according to constellation capacity and code rate of error correction code at
the Symbol mapper 306 of the transmitter is used, the Symbol demapper r306 of the receiver can obtain a constellation
using the code rate and constellation capacity information transmitted from the transmitter. The bit mux r305 of the
receiver can perform an inverse function of the bit demux 305 of the transmitter. The Inner deinterleaver r304 and outer
deinterleaver r302 of the receiver can perform inverse functions of the inner interleaver 304 and outer interleaver 302
of the transmitter, respectively to get the bitstream in its original sequence. The outer deinterleaver r302 can be omitted
if the BICM demodulator is specifically for DVB-C2.
[0088] The inner decoder r303 and outer decoder r301 of the receiver can perform corresponding decoding processes
to the inner coder 303 and outer code 301 of the transmitter, respectively, to correct errors in the transmission channel.
Similar processes performed on data path can be performed on L1 signaling path, but with different parameters (r308-1
- r301-1). At this point, as explained in the preamble part, a shortened/punctured code module r303-1 can be used for
L1 signal decoding.
[0089] Fig. 65 shows an example of LDPC decoding using shortening / puncturing. A demux r301 a can separately
output information part and parity part of systematic code from input bit streams. For the information part, a zero padding
(r302a) can be performed according to a number of input bit streams of LDPC decoder, for the parity part, input bit
streams for (r303a) the LDPC decoder can be generated by de-puncturing punctured part. LDPC decoding (r304a) can
be performed on generated bit streams, zeros in information part can be removed and output (r305a).
[0090] Fig. 66 shows an example of output processor. A BB descrambler r209 can restore scrambled (209) bit streams
at the transmitter. A Splitter r208 can restore BB frames that correspond to multiple PLP that are multiplexed and
transmitted from the transmitter according to PLP path. For each PLP path, a BB header remover r207-1~n can remove
the header that is transmitted at the front of the BB frame. A CRC decoder r206-1-n can perform CRC decoding and
make reliable BB frames available for selection. A Null packet inserting modules r205-1~n can restore null packets which
were removed for higher transmission efficiency in their original location. A Delay recovering modules r204-1~n can
restore a delay that exists between each PLP path.
[0091] An output clock recovering modules r203-1~n can restore the original timing of the service stream from timing
information transmitted from the input stream synchronization modules 203-1~n. An output interface modules r202-1-n
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can restore data in TS/GS packet from input bit streams that are sliced in BB frame. An output postprocess modules
r201-1-n can restore multiple TS/GS streams into a complete TS/GS stream, if necessary. The shaded blocks shown
in Fig. 66 represent modules that can be used when a single PLP is processed at a time and the rest of the blocks
represent modules that can be used when multiple PLPs are processed at the same time.
[0092] Preamble pilot patterns were carefully designed to avoid PAPR increase, thus, whether L1 repetition rate may
increase PAPR needs to be considered. The number of L1 information bits varies dynamically according to the channel
bonding, the number of PLPs, etc. In detail, it is necessary to consider things such as fixed L1 block size may introduce
unnecessary overhead; L1 signaling should be protected more strongly than data symbols; and time interleaving of L1
block can improve robustness over channel impairment such as impulsive noise need.
[0093] For a L1 block repetition rate of 8 MHz, as shown in Fig. 67, full spectrum efficiency (26.8% BW increase) is
exhibited with virtual puncturing but the PAPR may be increased since L1 bandwidth is the same as that of the data
symbols. For the repetition rate of 8 MHz, 4K-FFT DVB-T2 frequency interleaving can be used for commonality and the
same pattern can repeat itself at a 8 MHz period after interleaving.
[0094] For a L1 block repetition rate of 6 MHz, as shown in Fig. 68, reduced spectrum efficiency can be exhibited with
no virtual puncturing. A similar problem of PAPR as for the 8MHz case can occur since the L1 and data symbol bandwidths
share LCM=24 MHz. For the repetition rate of 6 MHz, 4K-FFT DVB-T2 frequency interleaving can be used for commonality
and the same pattern can repeat itself at a period of 24 MHz after interleaving.
[0095] Fig. 69 shows a new L1 block repetition rate of 7.61 MHz or full tuner bandwidth. A full spectrum efficiency
(26.8% BW increase) can be obtained with no virtual puncturing. There can be no PAPR issue since L1 and data symbol
bandwidths share LCM≈1704 MHz. For the repetition rate of 7.61 MHz, 4K-FFT DVB-T2 frequency interleaving can be
used for commonality and the same pattern can repeat itself by period of about 1704 MHz after interleaving.
[0096] Fig. 70 is an example of L1 signaling which is transmitted in the frame header. Each information in L1 signaling
can be transmitted to the receiver and can be used as a decoding parameter. Especially, the information can be used
in L1 signal path shown in Fig. 64 and PLPs can be transmitted in each data slice. An increased robustness for each
PLP can be obtained.
[0097] Fig. 72 is an example of a symbol interleaver 308-1 as shown in L1 signaling path in Fig. 37 and also can be
an example of its corresponding symbol deinterleaver r308-1 as shown in L1 signaling path in Fig. 64. Blocks with tilted
lines represent L1 blocks and solid blocks represent data carriers. L1 blocks can be transmitted not only within a single
preamble, but also can be transmitted within multiple OFDM blocks. Depending on a size of L1 block, the size of the
interleaving block can vary. In other words, num_L1_sym and L1 span can be different from each other. To minimize
unnecessary overhead, data can be transmitted within the rest of the carriers of the OFDM symbols where the L1 block
is transmitted. At this point, full spectrum efficiency can be guaranteed because the repeating cycle of L1 block is still a
full tuner bandwidth. In Fig. 72, the numbers in blocks with tilted lines represent the bit order within a single LDPC block.
[0098] Consequently, when bits are written in an interleaving memory in the row direction according to a symbol index
as shown in Fig. 72 and read in the column direction according to a carrier index, a block interleaving effect can be
obtained. In other words, one LDPC block can be interleaved in the time domain and the frequency domain and then
can be transmitted. Num_L1_sym can be a predetermined value, for example, a number between 2-4 can be set as a
number of OFDM symbols. At this point, to increase the granularity of the L1 block size, a punctured/shortened LDPC
code having a minimum length of the codeword can be used for L1 protection.
[0099] Fig. 73 is an example of an L1 block transmission. Fig. 73 illustrates Fig. 72 in frame domain. As shown on
Fig. 73a, L1 blocks can be spanning in full tuner bandwidth or as shown on Fig. 73b, L1 blocks can be partially spanned
and the rest of the carriers can be used for data carrier. In either case, it can be seen that the repetition rate of L1 block
can be identical to a full tuner bandwidth. In addition, for OFDM symbols which uses L1 signaling including preamble,
only symbol interleaving can be performed while not allowing data transmission in that OFDM symbols. Consequently,
for OFDM symbol used for L1 signaling, a receiver can decode L1 by performing deinterleaving without data decoding.
At this point, the L1 block can transmit L1 signaling of current frame or L1 signaling of a subsequent frame. At the receiver
side, L1 parameters decoded from L1 signaling decoding path shown in Fig. 64 can be used for decoding process for
data path from frame parser of subsequent frame.
[0100] In summary, at a transmitter, interleaving blocks of L1 region can be performed by writing blocks to a memory
in a row direction and reading the written blocks from the memory in a column direction. At a receiver, deinterleaving
blocks of L1 region can be performed by writing blocks to a memory in a column direction and reading the written blocks
from the memory in a row direction. The reading and writing directions of transmitter and receiver can be interchanged.
[0101] When simulation is performed with assumptions such as CR=1/2 for L1 protection and for T2 commonality; 16-
QAM symbol mapping; pilot density of 6 in the Preamble; number of short LDPC implies required amount of punctur-
ing/shortening are made, results or conclusions such as only preamble for L1 transmission may not be sufficient; the
number of OFDM symbols depends on the amount of L1 block size; shortest LDPC codeword (e.g. 192 bits information)
among shortened/punctured code may be used for flexibility and fine granularity; and Padding may be added if required
with negligible overhead, can be obtained. The result is summarized in Fig. 71.
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[0102] Consequently, for a L1 block repetition rate, full tuner bandwidth with no virtual puncturing can be a good
solution and still no PAPR issue can arise with full spectrum efficiency. For L1 signaling, efficient signaling structure can
allow maximum configuration in an environment of 8 channels bonding, 32 notches, 256 data slices, and 256 PLPs. For
L1 block structure, flexible L1 signaling can be implemented according to L1 block size. Time interleaving can be
performed for better robustness for T2 commonality. Less overhead can allow data transmission in preamble.
[0103] Block interleaving of L1 block can be performed for better robustness. The interleaving can be performed with
fixed pre-defined number of L1 symbols (num_L1_sym) and a number of carriers spanned by L1 as a parameter
(L1_span). The same technique is used for P2 preamble interleaving in DVB-T2.
[0104] L1 block of variable size can be used. Size can be adaptable to the amount of L1 signaling bits, resulting in a
reduced overhead. Full spectrum efficiency can be obtained with no PAPR issue. Less than 7.61 MHz repetition can
mean thatmore redundancy can be sent but unused. No PAPR issue can arise because of 7.61 MHz repetition rate for
L1 block.
[0105] Fig. 74 is another example of L1 signaling transmitted within a frame header. This Fig. 74 is different from Fig.
70 in that the L1_span field having 12 bits it is divided into two fields. In other words, the L1_span field is divided into a
L1_column having 9 bits and a L1_row having 3 bits. The L1_column represents the carrier index that L1 spans. Because
data slice starts and ends at every 12 carriers, which is the pilot density, the 12 bits of overhead can be reduced by 3
bits to reach 9 bits.
[0106] L1_row represents the number of OFDM symbols where L1 is spanning when time interleaving is applied.
Consequently, time interleaving can be performed within an area of L1_columns multiplied by L1_rows. Alternatively, a
total size of L1 blocks can be transmitted such that L1_span shown in Fig. 70 can be used when time interleaving is not
performed. For such a case, L1 block size is 11,776 x 2 bits in the example, thus 15 bits is enough. Consequently, the
L1_span field can be made up of 15 bits.
[0107] Fig. 75 is an example of frequency or time interleaving/deinterleaving. The Fig. 75 shows a part of a whole
transmission frame. The Fig. 75 also shows bonding of multiple 8 MHz bandwidths. A frame can consist of a preamble
which transmits L1 blocks and a data symbol which transmits data. The different kinds of data symbols represent data
slices for different services. As shown in Fig. 75, the preamble transmits L1 blocks for every 7.61 MHz.
[0108] For the preamble, frequency or time interleaving is performed within L1 blocks and not performed between L1
blocks. That is, for the preamble, it can be said that interleaving is performed at L1 block level. This allows decoding the
L1 blocks by transmitting L1 blocks within a tuner window bandwidth even when the tuner window has moved to a
random location within a channel bonding system.
[0109] For decoding data symbol at a random tuner window bandwidth, interleaving between data slices should not
occur. That is, for data slices, it can be said that interleaving is performed at data slice level. Consequently, frequency
interleaving and time interleaving should be performed within a data slice. Therefore, a symbol interleaver 308 in a data
path of a BICM module of transmitter as shown in Fig. 37 can perform symbol interleaving for each data slice. A symbol
interleaver 308-1 in an L1 signal path can perform symbol interleaving for each L1 block.
[0110] A frequency interleaver 403 shown in Fig. 42 needs to perform interleaving on the preamble and data symbols
separately. Specifically, for the preamble, frequency interleaving can be performed for each L1 block and for data symbol,
frequency interleaving can be performed for each data slice. At this point, time interleaving in data path or L1 signal path
may not be performed considering low latency mode.
[0111] Fig. 76 is a table analyzing overhead of L1 signaling which is transmitted in a FECFRAME header at the ModCod
Header Inserting module 307 on the data path of the BICM module as shown in Fig. 37. As seen in Fig. 76, for short
LDPC block (size=16200), a maximum overhead of 3.3% can occur which may not be negligible. In the analysis, 45
symbols are assumed for FECFRAME protection and the preamble is a C2 frame specific L1 signaling and FECFRAME
header is FECFRAME specific L1 signaling i.e., Mod, Cod, and PLP identifier.
[0112] To reduce L1 overhead, approaches according to two Data-slice types can be considered. For ACMNCM type
and multiple PLP cases, frame can be kept same as for the FECFRAME header. For ACMNCM type and single PLP
cases, the PLP identifier can be removed from the FECFRAME header, resulting in up to 1.8% overhead reduction. For
CCM type and multiple PLP cases, the Mod/Cod field can be removed from the FECFRAME header, resulting in up to
1.5% overhead reduction. For CCM type and single PLP cases, no FECFRAME header is required, thus, up to 3.3% of
overhead reduction can be obtained.
[0113] In a shortened L1 signaling, either Mod/Cod (7 bits) or PLP identifier (8 bits) can be transmitted, but it can be
too short to get any coding gain. However, it is possible not to require synchronization because PLPs can be aligned
with the C2 transmission frame; every ModCod of each PLP can be known from the preamble; and a simple calculation
can enable synchronization with the specific FECFRAME.
[0114] Fig. 77 is showing a structure for a FECFRAME header for minimizing the overhead. In Fig. 77, the blocks with
tilted lines and the FECFRAME Builder represent a detail block diagram of the ModCod Header Inserting module 307
on data path of the BICM module as shown in Fig. 37. The solid blocks represent an example of inner coding module
303, inner interleaver 304, bit demux 305, and symbol mapper 306 on the data path of the BICM module as shown in
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Fig. 37. At this point, shortened L1 signaling can be performed because CCM does not require a Mod/Cod field and
single PLP does not require a PLP identifier. On this L1 signal with a reduced number of bits, the L1 signal can be
repeated three times in the preamble and BPSK modulation can be performed, thus, a very robust signaling is possible.
Finally, the ModCod Header Inserting module 307 can insert the generated header into each FEC frame. Fig. 84 is
showing an example of the ModCod extracting module r307 on the data path of BICM demod module shown in Fig. 64.
[0115] As shown in Fig. 84, the FECFRAME header can be parsed (r301 b), then symbols which transmit identical
information in repeated symbols can be delayed, aligned, and then combined (Rake combining r302b). Finally, when
BPSK demodulation (r303b) is performed, received L1 signal field can be restored and this restored L1 signal field can
be sent to the system controller to be used as parameters for decoding. Parsed FECFRAME can be sent to the symbol
demapper.
[0116] Fig. 78 is showing a bit error rate (BER) performance of the aforementioned L1 protection. It can be seen that
about 4.8 dB of SNR gain is obtained through the a three time repetition. Required SNR is 8.7 dB at BER = 1 E-11.
[0117] Fig. 79 is showing examples of transmission frames and FEC frame structures. The FEC frame structures
shown on the upper right side of the Fig. 79 represent FECFRAME header inserted by the ModCod Header Inserting
module 307 in Fig. 37. It can be seen that depending on various combinations of conditions i.e., CCM or ACMNCM type
and single or multiple PLP, different size of headers can be inserted. Or, no header can be inserted. Transmission frames
formed according to data slice types and shown on the lower left side of the Fig. 79 can be formed by the Frame header
inserting module 401 of the Frame builder as shown in Fig. 42 and the merger/slicer module 208 of the input processor
shown in Fig. 35. At this point, the FECFRAME can be transmitted according to different types of data slice. Using this
method, a maximum of 3.3% of overhead can be reduced. In the upper right side of the Fig. 79, four different types of
structures are shown, but a skilled person in the art would understand that these are only examples, and any of these
types or their combinations can be used for the data slice.
[0118] At the receiver side, the Frame header removing module r401 of the Frame parser module as shown in Fig.
63 and the ModCod extracting module r307 of the BICM demod module shown in Fig. 64 can extract a ModCod field
parameter which is required for decoding. At this point, according to the data slice types of transmission frame parameters
can be extracted. For example, for CCM type, parameters can be extracted from L1 signaling which is transmitted in
the preamble and for ACMNCM type, parameters can be extracted from the FECFRAME header.
[0119] As shown in the upper right side of Fig. 79, the fecframe structure can be divided into two groups, in which the
first group is the upper three frame structures with header and the second group is the last frame structure without header.
[0120] Fig. 80 is showing an example of L1 signaling which can be transmitted within the preamble by the Frame
header inserting module 401 of the Frame builder module shown in Fig. 42. This L1 signaling is different from the previous
L1 signaling in that L1 block size can be transmitted in bits (L1_size, 14 bits); turning on/off time interleaving on data
slice is possible (dslice_time_intrlv, 1 bit); and by defining data slice type (dslice_type, 1 bit), L1 signaling overhead is
reduced. At this point, when the data slice type is CCM, the Mod/Cod field can be transmitted within the preamble rather
than within the FECFRAME header (plp_mod (3 bits), plp_fec_type (1 bit), pip_cod (3 bits)).
[0121] At the receiver side, the shortened/punctured inner decoder r303-1 of the BICM demod as shown in Fig. 64
can obtain the first LDPC block, which has a fixed L1 block size, transmitted within the preamble, through decoding. The
numbers and size of the rest of the LDPC blocks can also be obtained.
[0122] Time interleaving can be used when multiple OFDM symbols are needed for L1 transmission or when there is
a time-interleaved data slice. A flexible on/off of the time interleaving is possible with an interleaving flag. For preamble
time interleaving, a time interleaving flag (1 bit) and a number of OFDM symbols interleaved (3 bits) may be required,
thus, a total of 4 bits can be protected by a way similar to a shortened FECFRAME header.
[0123] Fig. 81 is showing an example of L1-pre signaling that can be performed at the ModCod Header Inserting
module 307-1 on the data path of BICM module shown in Fig. 37. The blocks with tilted lines and Preamble Builder are
examples of the ModCod Header Inserting module 307-1 on the L1 signaling path of the BICM module shown in Fig.
37. The solid blocks are examples of the Frame header inserting module 401 of the Frame builder as shown in Fig. 42.
[0124] Also, the solid blocks can be examples of shortened/punctured inner code module 303-1, inner interleaver
304-1, bit demux 305-1, and symbol mapper 306-1 on L1 signaling path of BICM module shown in Fig. 37.
[0125] As seen in Fig. 81, the L1 signal that is transmitted in the preamble can be protected using shortened/punctured
LDPC encoding. Related parameters can be inserted into the Header in a form of L1-pre. At this point, only time interleaving
parameters can be transmitted in the Header of the preamble. To ensure more robustness, a four times repetition can
be performed. At the receiver side, to be able to decode the L1 signal that is transmitted in tbe preamble, the ModCod
extracting module r307-1 on the L1 signaling path of BICM demod as shown in Fig. 64 needs to use the decoding module
shown in Fig. 84. At this point, because there is a four times repetition unlike the previous decoding FECFRAME header,
a Rake receiving process which synchronizes the four times repeated symbols and adding the symbols, is required.
[0126] Fig. 82 shows a structure of L1 the signaling block that is transmitted from the Frame header inserting module
401 of the Frame builder module as shown in Fig. 42. It is showing a case where no time interleaving is used in a
preamble. As shown in Fig. 82, different kind of LDPC blocks can be transmitted in the order of the carriers. Once an
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OFDM symbol is formed and transmitted then a following OFDM symbol is formed and transmitted. For the last OFDM
symbol to be transmitted, if there is any carrier left, that carriers can be used for data transmission or can be dummy
padded. The example in Fig. 82 shows a preamble that comprises three OFDM symbol. At a receiver side, for this non-
interleaving case, the symbol deinterleaver r308-1 on the L1 signaling path of BICM demodulator as shown in Fig. 64
can be skipped.
[0127] Fig. 83 shows a case where L1 time interleaving is performed. As shown in Fig. 83, block interleaving can be
performed in a fashion of forming an OFDM symbol for identical carrier indices then forming an OFDM symbols for the
next carrier indices. As in the case where no interleaving is performed, if there is any carrier left, that carriers can be
used for data transmission or can be dummy padded. At a receiver side, for this non-interleaving case, the symbol
deinterleaver r308-1 on the L1 signaling path of the BICM demodulator shown in Fig. 64 can perform block deinterleaving
by reading LDPC blocks in increasing order of numbers of the LDPC blocks.
[0128] In addition, there can be at least two types of data slices. Data slice type 1 has dslice_type = 0 in L1 signaling
fields. This type of data slice has no XFECFrame header and has its mod/cod values in L1 signaling fields. Data slice
type 2 has dslice_type = 1 in L1 signaling fields. This type of data slice has XFECFrame header and has its mod/cod
values in XFECFrame header.
[0129] XFECFrame means XFEC(compleX Forward Error Correction)Frame and mod/cod means modulation
type/coderate.
[0130] At a receiver, a frame parser can form a frame from demodulated signals. The frame has data symbols and
the data symbols can have a first type of data slice which has an XFECFrame and an XFECFrame header and a second
type of data slice which has XFECFrame without XFECFrame header. Also, a receiver can extract a field for indicating
whether to perform time de-interleaving on the preamble symbols or not to perform time de-interleaving on the preamble
symbols, from the L1 of the preamble symbols.
[0131] At a transmitter, a frame builder can build a frame. Data symbols of the frame comprise a first type of data slice
which has an XFECFrame and an XFECFrame header and a second type of data slice which has XFECFrame without
XFECFrame header. In addition, a field for indicating whether to perform time interleaving on preamble symbols or not
to perform time interleaving on preamble symbols can be inserted in L1 of the preamble symbols.
[0132] Lastly, for shortened/punctured code for the Frame header inserting module 401 of the Frame builder shown
in Fig. 42, a minimum size of codeword that can obtain coding gain can be determined and can be transmitted in a first
LDPC block. In this manner, for the rest of LDPC block sizes can be obtained from that transmitted L1 block size.
[0133] Fig. 85 is showing another example of L1-pre signaling that can be transmitted from ModCod Header Inserting
module 307-1 on L1 signalinig path of BICM module shown in Fig. 37. Fig. 85 is different from Fig. 81 in that Header
part protection mechanism has been modified. As seen in Fig. 85, L1 block size information L1_size (14 bits) is not
transmitted in L1 block, but transmitted in Header. In the Header, time interleaving information of 4 bits can be transmitted
too. For total of 18 bits of input, BCH (45, 18) code which outputs 45 bits are used and copied to the two paths and
finally, QPSK mapped. For the Q-path, 1 bit cyclic shift can be performed for diversity gain and PRBS modulation
according to sync word can be performed. Total of 45 QPSK symbols can be output from these I/Q path inputs. At this
point, if time interleaving depth is set as a number of preambles that is required to transmit L1 block, L1_span (3bits)
that indicates time interleaving depth may not need to be transmitted. In other words, only time interleaving on/off flag
(1 bit) can be transmitted. At a receiver side, by checking only a number of transmitted preambles, without using L1_span,
time deinterleaving depth can be obtained.
[0134] Fig. 86 is showing an example of scheduling of L1 signaling block that is transmitted in preamble. If a size of
L1 information that can be transmitted in a preamble is Nmax, when L1 size is smaller than Nmax, one preamble can
transmit the information. However, when L1 size is bigger than Nmax, L1 information can be equally divided such that
the divided L1 sub-block is smaller than Nmax, then the divided L1 sub-block can be transmitted in a preamble. At this
point, for a carrier that is not used because of L1 information being smaller than Nmax, no data are transmitted.
[0135] Instead, as shown in Fig. 88, power of carriers where L1 block are transmitted can be boosted up to maintain
a total preamble signal power equal to data symbol power. Power boosting factor can be varied depending on transmitted
L1 size and a transmitter and a receiver can have a set value of this power boosting factor. For example, if only a half
of total carriers are used, power boosting factor can be two.
[0136] Fig. 87 is showing an example of L1-pre signaling where power boosting is considered. When compared to
Fig. 85, it can be seen that power of QPSK symbol can be boosted and sent to preamble builder.
[0137] Fig. 89 is showing another example of ModCod extracting module r307-1 on L1 signalinig path of BICM demod
module shown in Fig. 64. From input preamble symbol, L1 signaling FECFRAME can be output into symbol demapper
and only header part can be decoded.
[0138] For input header symbol, QPSK demapping can be performed and Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) value can be
obtained. For Q-path, PRBS demodulation according to sync word can be performed and a reverse process of the 1-
bit cyclic shift can be performed for restoration.
[0139] These aligned two I/Q path values can be combined and SNR gain can be obtained. Output of hard decision
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can be input into BCH decoder. The BCH decoder can restore 18 bits of L1-pre from the input 45 bits.
[0140] Fig. 90 is showing a counterpart, ModCod extractor of a receiver. When compared to Fig. 89, power control
can be performed on QPSK demapper input symbols to restore from power level boosted by transmitter to its original
value. At this point, power control can be performed by considering a number of carriers used for L1 signaling in a
preamble and by taking an inverse of obtained power boosting factor of a transmitter. The power boosting factor sets
preamble power and data symbol power identical to each other.
[0141] Fig. 91 is showing an example of L1-pre synchronization that can be performed at ModCod extracting module
r307-1 on L1 signaling path of BICM demod module shown in Fig. 64. This is a synchronizing process to obtain a start
position of Header in a preamble. Input symbols can be QPSK demapped then for the output Q-path, an inverse of 1 bit
cyclic shift can be performed and alignment can be performed. Two I/Q paths values can be multiplied and modulated
values by L1-pre signaling can be demodulated. Thus, output of multiplier can express only PRBS which is a sync word.
When the output is correlated with a known sequence PRBS, a correlation peak at Header can be obtained. Thus, a
start position of Header in a preamble can be obtained. If necessary, power control which is performed to restore original
power level, as shown in Fig. 90, can be performed on input of QPSK demapper.
[0142] Fig. 92 is showing another example of L1 block header field which is sent to the Header Inserting module 307-1
on the L1 signaling path of the BICM module as shown in Fig. 37. This Fig. 92 is different from Fig. 85 in that L1_span
which represents the time interleaving depth is reduced to 2 bits and reserved bits are increased by 1 bit. A receiver can
obtain time interleaving parameter of L1 block from the transmitted L1_span.
[0143] Fig. 93 is showing processes of equally dividing a L1 block into as many portions as a number of preambles
then inserting a header into each of the divided L1 blocks and then assigning the header inserted L1 blocks into a
preamble. This can be performed when a time interleaving is performed with a number of preambles where the number
of preambles is greater than a minimum number of preambles that is required for transmitting L1 block. This can be
performed at the L1 block on the L1 signaling path of the BICM module as shown in Fig. 37. The rest of the carriers,
after transmitting L1 blocks can have cyclic repetition patterns instead of being zero padded.
[0144] Fig. 94 is showing an example of the Symbol Demapper r306-1 of the BICM demod module as shown in Fig.
64. For a case where L1 FEC blocks are repeated as shown in Fig. 93, each starting point of L1 FEC block can be
aligned, combined (r301f), and then QAM demapped (r302f) to obtain diversity gain and SNR gain. At this point, the
combiner can include processes of aligning and adding each L1 FEC block and dividing the added L1 FEC block. For
a case where only part of the last FEC block is repeated as shown in Fig. 93, only the repeated part can be divided into
as many as a number of FEC block header and the other part can be divided by a value which is one less than a number
of FEC block header. In other words, the dividing number corresponds to a number of carriers that is added to each carrier.
[0145] Fig. 98 is showing another example of L1 block scheduling. Fig. 98 is different from Fig. 93 in that, instead of
performing zero padding or repetition when L1 blocks don’t fill one OFDM symbol, OFDM symbol can be filled with parity
redundancy by performing less puncturing on shortened/punctured code at the transmitter. In other words, when parity
puncturing (304c) is performed at Fig. 38, the effective coderate can be determined according to the puncturing ratio,
thus, by puncturing as less bits have to be zero padded, the effective coderate can be lowered and a better coding gain
can be obtained. The Parity de-puncturing module r303a of a receiver as shown in Fig. 65 can perform de-puncturing
considering the less punctured parity redundancy. At this point, because a receiver and a transmitter can have information
of the total L1 block size, the puncturing ratio can be calculated.
[0146] Fig. 95 is showing another example of L1 signaling field. Fig. 95 is different from Fig. 74 in that, for a case
where the data slice type is CCM, a start address (21 bits) of the PLP can be transmitted. This can enable FECFRAME
of each PLP to form a transmission frame, without the FECFRAME being aligned with a start position of a transmission
frame. Thus, padding overhead, which can occur when a data slice width is narrow, can be eliminated. A receiver, when
a data slice type is CCM, can obtain ModCod information from the preamble at the L1 signaling path of the BICM
demodulator as shown in Fig. 64, instead of obtaining it from FECFRAME header. In addition, even when a zapping
occurs at a random location of transmission frame, FECFRAME synchronization can be performed without delay because
the start address of PLP can be already obtained from the preamble.
[0147] Fig. 96 is showing another example of L1 signaling fields which can reduce the PLP addressing overhead.
[0148] Fig. 97 is showing the numbers of QAM symbols that corresponds to a FECFRAME depending on the modulation
types. At this point, a greatest common divisor of QAM symbol is 135, thus, an overhead of log2(135)≈7 bits can be
reduced. Thus, Fig. 96 is different from Fig. 95 in that a number of PLP_start field bits can be reduced from 21 bits to
14 bits. This is a result of considering 135 symbols as a single group and addressing the group. A receiver can obtain
an OFDM carrier index where the PLP starts in a transmission frame after obtaining the PLP_start field value and
multiplying it by 135.
[0149] Fig. 99 and Fig. 101 show examples of symbol interleaver 308 which can time interleave data symbols which
are sent from the ModCod Header Inserting module 307 on the data path of BICM module as shown in Fig. 37.
[0150] Fig. 99 is an example of Block interleaver which can operate on a data-slice basis. The row value means a
number of payload cells in four of the OFDM symbols within one data-slice. Interleaving on OFDM symbol basis may
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not be possible because the number of cells may change between adjacent OFDM cells. The column value K means a
time interleaving depth, which can be 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16... Signaling of K for each data-slice can be performed within the
L1 signaling. Frequency interleaver 403 as shown in Fig. 42 can be performed prior to time interleaver 308 as shown in
Fig. 37.
[0151] Fig. 100 shows an interleaving performance of the time interleaver as shown in Fig. 99. It is assumed that a
column value is 2, a row value is 8, a data-slice width is 12 data cells, and that no continual pilots are in the data-slice.
The top figure of Fig. 100 is an OFDM symbol structure when time interleaving is not performed and the bottom figure
of Fig. 100 is an OFDM symbol structure when time interleaving is performed. The black cells represent scattered pilot
and the non-black cells represent data cells. The same kind of data cells represents an OFDM symbol. In Fig. 100, data
cells that correspond to a single OFDM symbol are interleaved into two symbols. An interleaving memory that corresponds
to eight OFDM symbols is used but the interleaving depth corresponds to only two OFDM symbols, thus, full interleaving
depth is not obtained.
[0152] Fig. 101 is suggested for achieving full interleaving depth. In Fig. 101, the black cells represent scattered pilots
and the non-black cells represent data cells. Time interleaver as shown in Fig. 101 can be implemented in a form of
block interleaver and can interleave data-slices. In Fig. 101, a number of column, K represents a data-slice width, a
number of row, N represents time interleaving depth and the value, K can be random values i.e., K=1,2,3,.... The
interleaving process includes writing data cell in a column twist fashion and reading in a column direction, excluding pilot
positions. That is, it can be said that the interleaving is performed in a row-column twisted fashion.
[0153] In addition, at a transmitter, the cells which are read in a column twisted fashion of the interleaving memory
correspond to a single OFDM symbol and the pilot positions of the OFDM symbols can be maintained while interleaving
the cells.
[0154] Also, at a receiver, the cells which are read in a column twisted fashion of the de-interleaving memory correspond
to a single OFDM symbol and the pilot positions of the OFDM symbols can be maintained while time de-interleaving the
cells.
[0155] Fig. 102 shows time interleaving performance of Fig. 101. For comparison with Fig. 99, it is assumed that a
number of rows is 8, a data-slice width is 12 data cells, and that no continual pilots are in the data-slice. In Fig. 102, data
cells correspond to a single OFDM symbol are interleaved into eight OFDM symbols. As shown in Fig. 102, an interleaving
memory that corresponds to eight OFDM symbols is used and the resulting interleaving depth corresponds to eight
OFDM symbols, thus, full interleaving depth is obtained.
[0156] The time interleaver as shown in Fig. 101 can be advantageous in that full interleaving depth can be obtained
using identical memory; interleaving depth can be flexible, as opposed to Fig. 99; consequently, a length of transmission
frame can be flexible too, i.e., rows need not be multiples of four. Additionally, the time interleaver used for data slice,
can be identical to the interleaving method used for the preamble and also can have commonality with a digital trans-
mission system which uses general OFDM. Specifically, the time interleaver 308 as shown in Fig. 37 can be used before
the frequency interleaver 403 as shown in Fig. 42 is used. Regarding a receiver complexity, no additional memory can
be required other than additional address control logic which can require very small complexity.
[0157] Fig. 103 shows a corresponding symbol deinterleaver r308 in a receiver. It can perform deinterleaving after
receiving output from the Frame Header Removing module r401. In the deinterleaving processes, compared to Fig. 99,
the writing and reading processes of block interleaving are inverted. By using pilot position information, time deinterleaver
can perform virtual deinterleaving by not writing to or reading from a pilot position in the interleaver memory and by
writing to or reading from a data cell position in the interleaver memory. Deinterleaved information can be output into
the ModCod Extracting module r307.
[0158] Fig. 104 shows another example of time interleaving. Writing in diagonal direction and reading row-by-row can
be performed. As in Fig. 101, interleaving is performed taking into account the pilot positions. Reading and writing is not
performed for pilot positions but interleaving memory is accessed by considering only data cell positions.
[0159] Fig. 105 shows a result of interleaving using the method shown in Fig. 104. When compared to Fig. 102, cells
with the same patterns are dispersed not only in time domain, but also in the frequency domain. In other words, full
interleaving depth can be obtained in both time and frequency domains.
[0160] Fig. 108 shows a symbol deinterleaver r308 of a corresponding receiver. The output of Frame Header Removing
module r401 can be deinterleaved. When compared to Fig. 99, deinterleaving has switched the order of reading and
writing. Time deinterleaver can use pilot position information to perform virtual deinterleaving such that no reading or
writing is performed on pilot positions but so that reading or writing can be performed only on data cell positions.
Deinterleaved data can be output into the ModCod Extracting module r307.
[0161] Fig. 106 shows an example of the addressing method of Fig. 105. NT means time interleaving depth and ND
means data slice width. It is assumed that a row value, N is 8, a data-slice width is 12 data cells, and no continual pilots
are in data-slice. Fig. 106 represents a method of generating addresses for writing data on a time interleaving memory,
when a transmitter performs time interleaving. Addressing starts from a first address with Row Address (RA) = 0 and
Column Address (CA) = 0. At each occurrence of addressing, RA and CA are incremented. For RA, a modulo operation
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with the OFDM symbols used in time interleaver can be performed. For CA, a modulo operation with a number of carriers
that corresponds to a data slice width can be performed. RA can be incremented by 1 when carriers that correspond to
a data slice are written on a memory. Writing on a memory can be performed only when a current address location is
not a location of a pilot. If the current address location is a location of a pilot, only the address value can be increased.
[0162] In Fig. 106, a number of column, K represents the data-slice width, a number of row, N represents the time
interleaving depth and the value, K can be a random values i.e., K=1,2,3,.... The interleaving process can include writing
data cells in a column twist fashion and reading in column direction, excluding pilot positions. In other words, virtual
interleaving memory can include pilot positions but pilot positions can be excluded in actual interleaving.
[0163] Fig. 109 shows deinterleaving, an inverse process of time interleaving as shown in Fig. 104. Writing row-by-
row and reading in diagonal direction can restore cells in original sequences.
[0164] The addressing method used in a transmitter can be used in a receiver. Receiver can write received data on
a time deinterleaver memory row-by-row and can read the written data using generated address values and pilot location
information which can be generated in a similar manner with that of a transmitter. As an alternative manner, generated
address values and pilot information that were used for writing can be used for reading row-by-row.
[0165] These methods can be applied in a preamble that transmits L1. Because each OFDM symbol which comprises
preamble can have pilots in identical locations, either interleaving referring to address values taking into account the
pilot locations or interleaving referring to address values without taking into account the pilot locations can be performed.
For the case of referring to address values without taking into account the pilot locations, the transmitter stores data in
a time interleaving memory each time. For such a case, a size of memory required to perform interleaving/deinterleaving
preambles at a receiver or a transmitter becomes identical to a number of payload cells existing in the OFDM symbols
used for time interleaving.
[0166] Fig. 107 is another example of L1 time interleaving. In this example, time interleaving can place carriers to all
OFDM symbols while the carriers would all be located in a single OFDM symbol if no time interleaving was performed.
For example, for data located in a first OFDM symbol, the first carrier of the first OFDM symbol will be located in its
original location. The second carrier of the first OFDM symbol will be located in a second carrier index of the second
OFDM symbol. In other words, i-th data carrier that is located in n-th OFDM symbol will be located in an i-th carrier index
of (i+n) mod N th OFDM symbol, where i = 0, 1, 2...number of carrier-1, n = 0, 1, 2...,N-1, and N is a number of OFDM
symbols used in L1 time interleaving. In this L1 time interleaving method, it can be said that interleaving for all the OFDM
symbols are performed a twisted fashion as shown in Fig. 107. Even though pilot positions are not illustrated in Fig. 107,
as mentioned above, interleaving can be applied to all the OFDM symbols including pilot symbols. That is, it can be said
that interleaving can be performed for all the OFDM symbols without considering pilot positions or regardless of whether
the OFDM symbols are pilot symbols or not.
[0167] If a size of a LDPC block used in L1 is smaller than a size of a single OFDM symbol, the remaining carriers
can have copies of parts of the LDPC block or can be zero padded. At this point, a same time interleaving as above can
be performed. Similarly, in Fig. 107, a receiver can perform deinterleaving by storing all the blocks used in L1 time
interleaving in a memory and by reading the blocks in the order in which they have been interleaved, i.e., in order of
numbers written in blocks shown in Fig. 107.
[0168] When a block interleaver as shown in Fig. 106 is used, two buffers are used. Specifically, while one buffer is
storing input symbols, previously input symbols can be read from the other buffer. Once these processes are performed
for one symbol interleaving block, deinterleaving can be performed by switching order of reading and writing, to avoid
memory access conflict. This "ping-pong" style deinterleaving can have a simple address generation logic. However,
hardware complexity can be increased when using two symbol interleaving buffers.
[0169] Fig. 110 shows an example of a symbol deinterleaver r308 or r308-1 as shown in Fig. 64. This proposed
embodiment of the invention can use only a single buffer to perform deinterleaving. Once an address value is generated
by the address generation logic, the address value can be output from the buffer memory and in-placement operation
can be performed by storing a symbol that is input into the same address. By these processes, a memory access conflict
can be avoided while reading and writing. In addition, symbol deinterleaving can be performed using only a single buffer.
Parameters can be defined to explain this address generation rule. As shown in Fig. 106, a number of rows of a dein-
terleaving memory can be defined as time interleaving depth, D and a number of columns of the deinterleaving memory
can be defined as data slice width, W. Then the address generator can generate the following addresses.

i-th sample on j-th block, including pilot
i=0,1,2,...,N-1;
N=D*W;

Ci,j=i mod W;
Tw=((Cij mod D)*j) mod D;
Ri,j=((i div W)+Tw) mod D;
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Li,j(1)=Ri,j*W+Ci,j;
Or
Li,j(2)=Ci,j*D+Ri,j;

[0170] The addresses include pilot positions, thus, input symbols are assumed to include pilot positions. If input symbols
that include only data symbols need to be processed, additional control logic which skips the corresponding addresses
can be required. At this point, i represents an input symbol index, j represents an input interleaving block index, and
N=D*W represents an interleaving block length. Mod operation represents modulo operation which outputs remainder
after division. Div operation represents division operation which outputs quotient after division. Ri,j and Ci,j represent
row address and column address of i-th symbol input of j-th interleaving block, respectively. Tw represents column
twisting value for addresses where symbols are located. In other words, each column can be considered as a buffer
where independent twisting is performed according to Tw values. Li,j represents an address when single buffer is
implemented in an one dimension sequential memory, not in two dimension. Li,j can have values from 0 to (N-1). Two
different methods are possible. Li,j(1) is used when the memory matrix is connected row-by-row and Li,j(2) is used when
the memory matrix is connected in column-by-column.
[0171] Fig. 111 shows an example of row and column addresses for time deinterleaving when D is 8 and W is 12. J
starts from j=0 and for each j value, a first row can represent the row address and a second row can represent the column
address. The Fig. 111 shows only addresses of the first 24 symbols. Each column index can be identical to the input
symbol index i.
[0172] Fig. 113 shows an example of an OFDM transmitter using a data slice. As shown in Fig. 113, the transmitter
can comprise a data PLP path, an L1 signaling path, a frame builder, and an OFDM modulation part. The data PLP path
is indicated by blocks with horizontal lines and vertical lines. The L1 signaling path is indicated by blocks with tilted lines.
Input process modules 701-0, 701-N, 701-K, and 701-M can comprise blocks and sequences of input interface module
202-1, input stream synchronizing module 203-1, delay compensation module 204-1, null packet deletion module 205-1,
CRC encoder 206-1, BB header inserting module 207-1, and BB scrambler 209 performed for each PLP as shown in
Fig. 35. FEC modules 702-0, 702-N, 702-K, and 702-M can comprise blocks and sequences of outer coder 301 and
inner coder 303 as shown in Fig. 37. An FEC modules 702-L1 used on the L1 path can comprise blocks and sequences
of outer coder 301-1 and shortened/punctured inner coder 303-1 as shown in Fig. 37. L1 signal module 700-L1 can
generate L1 information required to comprise a frame.
[0173] Bit interleave modules 703-0, 703-N, 703-K, and 703-M can comprise blocks and sequences of inner interleaver
304 and bit demux 305 as shown in Fig. 37. Bit interleaver 703-L1 used on the L1 path can comprise blocks and
sequences of inner interleaver 304-1 and bit demux 305-1 as shown in Fig. 37. Symbol mapper modules 704-0, 704-N,
704-K, and 704-M can perform functions identical with the functions of the symbol mapper 306 shown in Fig. 37. The
symbol mapper module 704-L1 used on L1 path can perform functions identical with the functions of the symbol mapper
306-1 shown in Fig. 37. FEC header modules 705-0, 705-N, 705-K, and 705-M can perform functions identical with the
functions of the ModCod Header inserting module 307 shown in Fig. 37. FEC header module 705-L1 for the L1 path
can perform functions identical with the functions of the ModCod Header inserting module 307-1 shown in Fig. 37.
[0174] Data slice mapper modules 706-0 and 706-K can schedule FEC blocks to corresponding data slices and can
transmit the scheduled FEC blocks, where the FEC blocks correspond to PLPs that are assigned to each data slice.
Preamble mapper 707-L1 block can schedule L1 signaling FEC blocks to preambles. L1 signaling FEC blocks are
transmitted in preambles. Time interleaver modules 708-0 and 708-K can perform functions identical with the functions
of the symbol interleaver 308 shown in Fig. 37 which can interleave data slices. Time interleaver 708-L1 used on L1
path can perform functions identical with the functions of the symbol interleaver 308-1 shown in Fig. 37.
[0175] Alternatively, time interleaver 708-L1 used on L1 path can perform identical functions with symbol interleaver
308-1 shown in Fig. 37, but only on preamble symbols.
[0176] Frequency interleavers 709-0 and 709-K can perform frequency interleaving on data slices. Frequency inter-
leaver 709-L1 used on L1 path can perform frequency interleaving according to preamble bandwidth.
[0177] Pilot generating module 710 can generate pilots that are suitable for continuous pilot (CP), scattered pilot (SP),
data slice edge, and preamble. A frame can be built (711) from scheduling the data slice, preamble, and pilot. The IFFT
module 712 and GI inserting module 713 blocks can perform functions identical with the functions of the IFFT module
501 and the GI inserting module 503 blocks shown in Fig. 51, respectively. Lastly, DAC module 714 can convert digital
signals into analog signals and the converted signals can be transmitted.
[0178] Fig. 114 shows an example of an OFDM receiver which uses data slice. In Fig. 114, tuner r700 can perform
the functions of the tuner/AGC module r603 and the functions of the down converting module r602 shown in Fig. 61.
ADC r701 can convert received analog signals into digital signals. Time/freq synchronizing module r702 can perform
functions identical with the functions of the time/freq synchronizing module r505 shown in Fig. 62. Frame detecting
module r703 can perform functions identical with the functions of the frame detecting module r506 shown in Fig. 62.
[0179] At this point, after time/frequency synchronization are performed, synchronization can be improved by using
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preamble in each frame that is sent from frame detecting module r703 during tracking process.
[0180] GI removing module r704 and FFT module r705 can perform functions identical with the functions of the GI
removing module r503 and the FFT module r502 shown in Fig. 62, respectively.
[0181] Channel estimation module r706 and channel Equalization module r707 can perform a channel estimation part
and a channel equalization part of the channel Est/Eq module r501 as shown in Fig. 62. Frame parser r708 can output
a data slice and preamble where services selected by a user are transmitted. Blocks indicated by tilted lines process a
preamble. Blocks indicated by horizontal lines which can include common PLP, process data slices. Frequency dein-
terleaver r709-L1 used on the L1 path can perform frequency deinterleaving within the preamble bandwidth. Frequency
deinterleaver r709 used on the data slice path can perform frequency deinterleaving within data slice. FEC header
decoder r712-L1, time deinterleaver r710-L1, and symbol demapper r713-L1 used on the L1 path can perform functions
identical with the functions of the ModCod extracting module r307-1, symbol deinterleaver r308-1, and symbol demapper
r306-1 shown in Fig. 64.
[0182] Bit deinterleaver r714-L1 can comprise blocks and sequences of bit demux r305-1 and inner deinterleaver
r304-1 as shown in Fig. 64. FEC decoder r715-L1 can comprise blocks and sequences of shortened/punctured inner
coder r303-1 and outer decoder r301-1 shown in Fig. 64. At this point, the output of the L1 path can be L1 signaling
information and can be sent to a system controller for restoring PLP data that are transmitted in data slices.
[0183] Time deinterleaver r710 used on the data slice path can perform functions identical with the functions of the
symbol deinterleaver r308 shown in Fig. 64. Data slice parser r711 can output user selected PLP from the data slices
and, if necessary, common PLP associated with the user selected PLP. FEC header decoders r712-C and r712-K can
perform functions identical with the functions of the ModCod extracting module r307 shown in Fig. 64. Symbol demappers
r713-C and r713-K can perform functions identical with the functions of the symbol demapper r306 shown in Fig. 64.
[0184] Bit deinterleaver r714-C and r714-K can comprise blocks and sequences of bit demux r305 and inner deinter-
leaver r304 as shown in Fig. 64. FEC decoders r715-C and r715-K can comprise blocks and sequences of inner decoder
r303 and outer decoder r301 as shown in Fig. 64. Lastly, output process modules r716-C and r716-K can comprise
blocks and sequences of BB descrambler r209, BB header removing module r207-1, CRC decoder r206-1, null packet
inserting module r205-1, delay recover r204-1, output clock recover r203-1, and an output interface r202-1 which are
performed for each PLP in Fig. 35. If a common PLP is used, the common PLP and data PLP associated with the
common PLP can be transmitted to a TS recombiner and can be transformed into a user selected PLP.
[0185] It should be noted from Fig. 114, that in a receiver, the blocks on the L1 path are not symmetrically sequenced
to a transmitter as opposed to the data path where the blocks are symmetrically positioned or in opposite sequence of
a transmitter. In other words, for the data path, Frequency deinterleaver r709, Time deinterleaver r710, Data slice parser
r711, and FEC header decoder r712-C and r712-K are positioned. However, for the L1 path, Frequency deinterleaver
r709-L1, FEC header decoder r712-L1, and time deinterleaver r710-L1 are positioned.
[0186] Fig. 112 shows an example of general block interleaving in a data symbol domain where pilots are not used.
As seen from Fig. 112a, interleaving memory can be filled without black pilots. To form a rectangular memory, padding
cells can be used if necessary. In Fig. 112a, padding cells are indicated as cells with tilted lines. In the example, because
one continual pilot can overlap with one kind of scattered pilot pattern, a total of three padding cells are required during
four of OFDM symbol duration. Finally, in Fig. 112b, interleaved memory contents are shown.
[0187] As in Fig. 112a, either writing row-by-row and performing column twisting; or writing in a twisted fashion from
the beginning, can be performed. Output of the interleaver can comprise reading row-by-row from memory. The output
data that has been read can be placed as shown in Fig. 112c when OFDM transmission is considered. At this time, for
simplicity, frequency interleaving can be ignored. As seen in Fig. 112, frequency diversity is not as high as that of Fig.
106, but is maintained at a similar level. Most of all, it can be advantageous in that the memory required to perform
interleaving and deinterleaving can be optimized. In the example, memory size can be reduced from W * D to (W-1) *
D. As the data slice width becomes bigger, the memory size can be further reduced.
[0188] For time deinterleaver inputs, a receiver should restore memory buffer contents in a form of the middle figure
of Fig. 112 while considering padding cells. Basically, OFDM symbols can be read symbol-by-symbol and can be saved
row-by-row. De-twisting corresponding to column twisting can then be performed. The output of the deinterleaver can
be output in a form of reading row-by-row from the memory of the Fig. 112a. In this fashion, when compared to the
method shown in Fig. 106, pilot overhead can be minimized, and consequently interleaving/deinterleaving memory can
be minimized.
[0189] Fig. 115 shows time interleaving (Fig. 115a) and time de-interleaving (Fig. 115b).
[0190] Fig. 115a shows an example of a time interleaver 708-L1 for L1 path of Fig. 113. As shown in Fig. 115a, time
interleaving for the preamble where L1 is transmitted, can include interleaving L1 data cells, excluding pilots that are
usually transmitted in the preamble. The interleaving method can include writing input data in a diagonal direction (solid
lines) and reading the data row-by-row (dotted lines), using identical to methods which are shown in reference to Fig. 106.
[0191] Fig. 115b shows an example of a time deinterleaver r712-L1 on the L1 path as shown in Fig. 114. As shown
in Fig. 115b, for a preamble where L1 is transmitted, deinterleaving L1 data cell can be performed, excluding the pilots
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that are regularly transmitted in the preamble. The deinterleaving method can be identical to the method as shown in
Fig. 109 where input data are written row-by-row (solid lines) and read in a diagonal direction (dotted lines). The input
data does not include any pilot, consequently, the output data has L1 data cells that do not include pilot either. When a
receiver uses a single buffer in a time deinterleaver for the preamble, the address generator structure that has a dein-
terleaver memory as shown in Fig. 110 can be used.
[0192] Deinterleaving (r712-L1) can be performed using address operations as follows:

i-th sample on j-th block,
i=0,1,2,...,N-1;
N=D*W;

Cij=i mod W;
Tw=((Ci,j mod D)*j) mod D;
Ri,j=((i div W)+Tw) mod D;

Li,j(1)=Ri,j*W+Ci,j;
Or
Li,j(2)=Ci,j*D+Ri,J;

[0193] In the above operations, a length of a row, W is a length of a row of an interleaving memory as shown in Fig.
115. Column length, D is a preamble time interleaving depth, which is a number of OFDM symbols that are required for
transmitting preambles.
[0194] Fig. 116 shows an example of forming OFDM symbols by scheduling pilots and input preambles from the frame
builder 711 as shown in Fig. 113. Blank cells form a L1 header which is an output signal of the FEC header module 705-
L1 on the L1 path, as shown in Fig. 113. Grey cells represent continual pilots for the preamble which are generated by
the pilot generating module 710 as shown in Fig. 113. Cells with patterns represent the L1 signaling cells which are an
output signal of the preamble mapper 707-L1 as shown in Fig. 113. Fig. 116a represents OFDM symbols when time
interleaving is off and Fig. 116b represents OFDM symbols when time interleaving is on. L1 header can be excluded
from time interleaving because L1 header transmits a L1 signaling field length and a time interleaving on/off flag infor-
mation. It is because the L1 header is added before time interleaving. As aforementioned, time interleaving is performed
excluding pilot cells. The remaining of L1 data cells can be interleaved as shown in Fig. 115, then can be assigned to
OFDM subcarriers.
[0195] Using the suggested methods and devices, among others advantages it is possible to implement an efficient
digital transmitter, receiver and structure of physical layer signaling.
[0196] By transmitting ModCod information in each BB frame header that is necessary for ACMNCM and transmitting
the rest of the physical layer signaling in a frame header, signaling overhead can be minimized.
[0197] Modified QAM for a more energy efficient transmission or a more noise-robust digital broadcasting system can
be implemented. The system can include transmitter and receiver for each example disclosed and the combinations
thereof.
[0198] An Improved Non-uniform QAM for a more energy efficient transmission or a more noise-robust digital broad-
casting system can be implemented. A method of using code rate of error correction code of NU-MQAM and MQAM is
also described. The system can include transmitter and receiver for each example disclosed and the combinations thereof.
[0199] The suggested L1 signaling method can reduce overhead by 3~4% by minimizing signaling overhead during
channel bonding.
[0200] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and variations can be made in the present
invention without departing from the invention.

Claims

1. A method of transmitting a digital video broadcasting signal in a cable transmitter, the method comprising:

encoding service data by a Low Density Parity Check, LDPC, scheme and outputting a forward error correction
Frame, FECFrame, of the encoded service data;
mapping the FECFrame into a complex forward error correction Frame, XFECFrame, by QAM constellation;
selectively inserting an FECFrame header in front of the XFECFrame;
building a data slice of which type is one of a first type and a second type based on the XFECFrame into which
the FECFrame header is selectively inserted, wherein the first type of data slice has no FECFrame header and
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the second type of data slice has a FECFrame header;
time-interleaving service data symbols corresponding to the XFECFrame within the data slice;
frequency-interleaving the time-interleaved service data symbols;
encoding preamble data by the LDPC scheme;
mapping the encoded preamble data into preamble data symbols;
time interleaving the preamble data symbols excluding pilot positions in the preamble data symbols;
frequency-interleaving the time-interleaved preamble data symbols;
building a signal frame based on the frequency-interleaved preamble data symbols and the frequency-inter-
leaved service data symbols;
modulating the built signal frame by an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, OFDM, method; and
transmitting the digital video broadcasting signal including the modulated signal frame,
wherein the preamble data symbols are divided into blocks of equal bandwidth and wherein a bandwidth of the
data slice does not exceed a bandwidth of each block.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

bit-interleaving the encoded service data.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the preamble data include information indicating a type of the data slice.

4. A method of receiving a digital video broadcasting signal in a cable receiver, the method comprising;
receiving the digital video broadcasting signal;
demodulating the received digital video broadcasting signal by use of an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing,
OFDM, method;
obtaining a signal frame from the demodulated digital video broadcasting signal, wherein the signal frame comprises
preamble data symbols and service data symbols, wherein the preamble data symbols are divided into blocks of
equal bandwidth, and wherein a bandwidth of a data slice does not exceed a bandwidth of each block;
frequency-deinterleaving the service data symbols;
time-deinterleaving the frequency-deinterleaved service data symbols corresponding to an XFECFrame, into which
an FECFrame header is selectively inserted, wherein the data slice of which type is one of a first type and a second
type, wherein the first type of data slice has no FECFrame header and the second type of data slice has a FECFrame
header;
obtaining selectively the FECFrame header from the data slice according to the type of the data slice;
demapping the XFECFrame into an FECFrame by QAM constellation;
decoding service data of the FECFrame by a Low Density parity check, LDPC decoding scheme;
frequency-deinterleaving the preamble data symbols;
time-deinterleaving the frequency-deinterleaved preamble data symbols excluding pilot positions in the frequency-
deinterleaved preamble data symbols;
demapping the time-deinterleaved preamble data symbols into preamble data; and
decoding the demapped preamble data by the LDPC decoding scheme.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising:

bit-deinterleaving the service data of the FECFrame.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the preamble data include information indicating the type of the data slice.

7. A cable transmitter for transmitting a digital video broadcasting signal, the cable transmitter comprising;
means (702-0) for encoding service data by a Low Density Parity Check, LDPC, scheme and outputting a forward
error correction Frame, FECFrame, of the encoded service data;
means (704-0) for mapping the FECFrame into a complex forward error correction Frame, XFECFrame, by QAM
constellation;
means (705-0) for selectively inserting an FECFrame header in front of the XFECFrame;
means (706-0) for building a data slice of which type is one of a first type and a second type based on the XFECFrame
into which the FECFrame header is selectively inserted, wherein the first type of data slice has no FECFrame header
and the second type of data slice has a FECFrame header;
means (708-0) for time-interleaving service data symbols corresponding to the XFECFrame within the data slice;
means (709-0) for frequency-interleaving the time-interleaved service data symbols;
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means (702-L1) for encoding preamble data by the LDPC scheme;
means (704-L1) for mapping the encoded preamble data into preamble data symbols;
means (708-L1) for time interleaving the preamble data symbols excluding pilot positions in the preamble data
symbols;
means (709-L1) for frequency-interleaving the time-interleaved preamble data symbols;
means (711) for building a signal frame based on the frequency-interleaved preamble data symbols and the fre-
quency-interleaved service data symbols;
means (712) for modulating the built signal frame by an OFDM method; and means for the digital video broadcasting
signal including transmitting the modulated signal frame,
wherein the preamble data symbols are divided into blocks of equal bandwidth and wherein a bandwidth of the data
slice does not exceed a bandwidth of each block.

8. The cable transmitter of claim 7, further comprising:

means (703-0) for bit-interleaving the encoded service data.

9. The cable transmitter of claim 7, wherein the preamble data include information indicating a type of the data slice.

10. A cable receiver for receiving a digital video broadcasting signal, the cable receiver comprising:

means (r700) for receiving the digital video broadcasting signal;
means (r702) for demodulating the received digital video broadcasting signal by use of an Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing, OFDM, method;
means (r708) for obtaining a signal frame from the demodulated digital video broadcasting signal, wherein the
signal frame comprises preamble data symbols and service data symbols, wherein the preamble data symbols
are divided into blocks of equal bandwidth, and wherein a bandwidth of a data slice does not exceed a bandwidth
of each block;
means (r709) for frequency-deinterleaving the service data symbols;
means (r711) for time-deinterleaving the time-deinterleaved service data symbols corresponding to an XFEC-
Frame, into which an FECFrame header is selectively inserted, wherein the data slice of which type is one of
a first type and a second type, wherein the first type of data slice has no FECFrame header and the second
type of data slice has a FECFrame header;
means (r712-C) for obtaining selectively the FECFrame header from the data slice according to the type of the
data slice;
means (r713-C) for demapping the XFECFrame into an FECFrame by QAM constellation;
means (r715-C) for decoding service data of the FECFrame by an LDPC decoding scheme;
means (r709-L1) for frequency-deinterleaving the preamble data symbols;
means (r710-L1) for time-deinterleaving the frequency-deinterleaved preamble data symbols excluding pilot
positions in the frequency-deinterleaved preamble data symbols;
means (r713-L1) for demapping the time-deinterleaved preamble data symbols into preamble data; and
means (r715-L1) for decoding the demapped preamble data by the LDPC decoding scheme.

11. The cable receiver of claim 10, further comprising:

means (r714-C) for bit-deinterleaving the service data of the FECFrame.

12. The cable receiver of claim 10, wherein the preamble data include information indicating the type of the data slice.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Senden eines Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals in einem Kabelsender, wobei das Verfahren auf-
weist:

Codieren von Service-Daten durch ein Low-Density-Parity-Check-, LDPC-Schema und Ausgeben eines Vor-
wärtsfehlerkorrekturrahmens, FEC-Rahmen der codierten Service-Daten;
Abbilden des FEC-Rahmens in einen komplexen Vorwärtsfehlerkorrekturrahmen, XFEC-Rahmen durch eine
QAM-Konstellation;
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selektives Einfügen eines FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblocks vor dem XFEC-Rahmen;
Aufbauen einer Datenscheibe eines Typs, der ein erster Typ oder ein zweiter Typ ist, basierend auf dem XFEC-
Rahmen, in den der FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblock selektiv eingefügt wird, wobei der erste Datenscheiben-Typ
keinen FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblock aufweist und der zweite Datenscheiben-Typ einen FEC-Rahmen-Anfangs-
block aufweist;
Zeitverschachteln von Semice-Datensymbolen entsprechend dem XFEC-Rahmen in der Datenscheibe;
Frequenzverschachteln der zeitverschachtelten Service-Datensymbole;
Codieren von Präambeldaten durch das LDPC-Schema;
Abbilden der codieiien Präambeldaten in Präambeldatensymbole;
Zeitverschachteln der Präambeldatensymbole unter Ausschluss von Pilotpositionen bei den Präambeldaten-
symbolen;
Frequenzverschachteln der zeitverschachtelten Präambeldatensymbole;
Aufbauen eines Signalrahmens basierend auf den frequenzverschachtelten Präambeldatensymbolen und den
frequenzverschachtelten Service-Datensymbolen;
Modulieren des aufgebauten Signalrahmens durch ein orthogonales Frequenzteilungsmultiplex-, OFDM-Ver-
fahren; und
Senden des Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals, das den modulierten Signalrahmen aufweist,
wobei die Präambeldatensymbole in Blöcke mit der gleichen Bandbreite unterteilt werden und wobei eine
Bandbreite der Datenscheibe eine Bandbreite jedes Blocks nicht überschreitet.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin aufweisend:

Bit-Verschachteln der codierten Service-Daten.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Präambeldaten Informationen enthalten, die einen Typ der Datenscheibe
angeben.

4. Verfahren zum Empfangen eines Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals in einem Kabelsender, wobei das Verfahren
aufweist:

Empfangen des Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals;
Demodulieren des empfangenen Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals mittels eines orthogonalen Frequenztei-
lungsmultiplex-, OFDM-Veifahrens;
Gewinnen eines Signalrahmens aus dem demodulierten Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signal, wobei der Signal-
rahmen Präambeldatensymbole und Service-Datensymbole aufweist, wobei die Präambeldatensymbole in Blö-
cke mit gleicher Bandbreite unterteilt werden und wobei eine Bandbreite einer Datenscheibe eine Bandbreite
jedes Blocks nicht überschreitet;
Frequenzentschachteln der Service-Datensymbole;
zeitliches Entschachteln der frequenzentschachtelten Service-Datensymbole entsprechend einem XFEC-Rah-
men, in den ein FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblock selektiv eingefügt wird, wobei die Datenscheibe von einem Typ
ist, der ein erster Typ oder ein zweiter Typ ist, wobei der erste Datenscheiben-Typ keinen FEC-Rahmen-
Anfangsblock aufweist und der zweite Datenscheiben-Typ einen FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblock aufweist;
selektives Gewinnen des FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblocks aus der Datenscheibe gemäß dem Typ der Datenschei-
be;
Rückabbilden des XFEC-Rahmens in einen FEC-Rahmen durch eine QAM-Konstellation,
Decodieren der Service-Daten des FEC-Rahmens durch ein Low-Density-Parity-Check-, LDPC-Decodiersche-
ma;
Frequenzentschachteln der Präambeldatensymbole;
zeitliches Entschachteln der frequenzentschachtelten Präambeldatensymbole unter Ausschluss von Pilotposi-
tionen bei den frequenzentschachtelten Präambeldatensymbolen;
Rückabbilden der zeitlich entschachtelten Präambeldatensymbole in Präambeldaten;
und
Decodieren der rückabgebildeten Präambeldaten durch das LDPC-Decodierschema.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, weiterhin aufweisend:

Bit-Entschachteln der Service-Daten des FEC-Rahmens.
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6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Präambeldaten Informationen enthalten, die den Typ der Datenscheibe
angeben.

7. Kabelsender zum Senden eines Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals, wobei der Kabelsender aufweist:

ein Mittel (702-0) zum Codieren von Service-Daten durch ein Low-Density-Parity-Check-, LDPC-Schema und
zum Ausgeben eines Vorwärtsfehlerkorrektumahmens, FEC-Rahmen der codierten Service-Daten;
ein Mittel (704-0) zum Abbilden des FEC-Rahmens in einen komplexen Vorwärtsfehlerkorrekturrahmen, XFEC-
Rahmen durch eine QAM-Konstellation;
ein Mittel (705-0) zum selektiven Einfügen eines FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblocks vor dem XFEC-Rahmen;
ein Mittel (706-0) zum Aufbauen einer Datenscheibe eines Typs, der ein erster Typ oder ein zweiter Typ ist,
basierend auf dem XFEC-Rahmen, in den der FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblock selektiv eingefügt wird, wobei der
erste Datenscheiben-Typ keinen FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblock aufweist und der zweite Datenscheiben-Typ ei-
nen FEC-Rahmenanfangsblock aufweist;
ein Mittel (708-0) zum Zeitverschachteln der Service-Datensymbole entsprechend dem XFEC-Rahmen in der
Datenscheibe;
ein Mittel (709-0) zum Frequenzverschachteln der zeitverschachtelten Service-Datensymbole;
ein Mittel (702-L1) zum Codieren von Präambeldaten durch das LDPC-Schema;
ein Mittel (704-L1) zum Abbilden der codierten Präambeldaten in Präambeldatensymbole;
ein Mittel (708-L1) zum Zeitverschachteln der Präambeldatensymbole unter Ausschluss von Pilotpositionen bei
den Präambeldatensymbolen;
ein Mittel (709-L1) zum Frequenzverschachteln der zeitverschachtelten Präambeldatensymbole;
ein Mittel (711) zum Aufbauen eines Signalrahmens basierend auf den frequenzverschachtelten Präambelda-
tensymbolen und den frequenzverschachtelten Service-Datensymbolen;
ein Mittel (712) zum Modulieren des aufgebauten Signalrahmens durch ein OFDM-Verfahren; und
ein Mittel für das Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signal, das das Senden des modulierten Signalrahmens aufweist,
wobei die Präambeldatensymbole in Blöcke mit gleicher Bandbreite unterteilt werden und wobei eine Bandbreite
der Datenscheibe eine Bandbreite jedes Blocks nicht überschreitet.

8. Kabelsender nach Anspruch 7, weiterhin aufweisend:

ein Mittel (703-0) zum Bitverschachteln der codierten Service-Daten.

9. Kabelsender nach Anspruch 7, wobei die Präambeldaten Informationen enthalten, die einen Typ der Datenscheibe
angeben.

10. Kabelempfänger zum Empfangen eines Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals, wobei der Kabelempfänger aufweist:

ein Mittel (r700) zum Empfangen des Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals;
ein Mittel (r702) zum Demodulieren des empfangenen Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Signals mittels eines ortho-
gonalen Frequenzteilungsmultiplex-, OFDM- Verfahrens;
ein Mittel (r708) zum Gewinnen eines Signalrahmens aus dem demodulierten Digital-Video-Broadcasting-Sig-
nal, wobei der Signalrahmen Präambeldatensymbole und Service-Datensymbole aufweist, wobei die Präam-
beldatensymbole in Blöcke mit gleicher Bandbreite unterteilt werden und wobei eine Bandbreite einer Daten-
scheibe eine Bandbreite jedes Blocks nicht überschreitet;
ein Mittel (r709) zum Frequenzverschachteln der Service-Datensymbole;
ein Mittel (r711) zum zeitlichen Entschachteln der zeitlich entschachtelten Service-Datensymbole entsprechend
einem XFEC-Rahmen, in den ein FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblock selektiv eingefügt wird, wobei die Datenscheibe
von einem Typ ist, der ein erster Typ oder ein zweiter Typ ist, wobei der erste Datenscheiben-Typ keinen FEC-
Rahmen-Anfangsblock aufweist und der zweite Datenscheiben-Typ einen FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblock auf-
weist;
ein Mittel (r712-C) zum selektiven Gewinnen des FEC-Rahmen-Anfangsblocks aus der Datenscheibe gemäß
dem Typ der Datenscheibe;
ein Mittel (r713-C) zum Rückabbilden des XFEC-Rahmens in einen FEC-Rahmen durch eine QAM-Konstella-
tion;
ein Mittel (r715-C) zum Decodieren der Service-Daten des FEC-Rahmens durch ein LDPC-Decodierschema;
ein Mittel (r709-L1) zum Frequenzentschachteln der Präambeldatensymbole;
ein Mittel (r710-L1) zum zeitlichen Entschachteln der frequenzentschachtelten Präambeldatensymbole unter
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Ausschluss von Pilotpositionen bei den frequenzentschachtelten Präambeldatensymbolen;
ein Mittel (r713-L1) zum Rückabbilden der zeitlich entschachtelten Präambeldatensymbole in Präambeldaten;
und
ein Mittel (r715-L1) zum Decodieren der rückabgebildeten Präambeldaten durch das LDPC-Decodierschema.

11. Kabelempfänger nach Anspruch 10, weiterhin aufweisend:

ein Mittel (r714-C) zum Bit-Entschachteln der Service-Daten des FEC-Rahmens.

12. Kabelempfänger nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Präambeldaten Informationen enthalten, die den Typ der Daten-
scheibe angeben.

Revendications

1. Procédé de transmission d’un signal de diffusion vidéo numérique dans un émetteur câblé, le procédé comprenant :

le codage de données de service par un schéma de contrôle de parité à faible densité, LDPC, et la sortie d’une
trame de correction d’erreur directe, FECFrame, des données de service codées ;
le mappage de la trame FECFrame en une trame de correction d’erreur directe complexe, XFECFrame, par
une constellation QAM ;
l’insertion sélective d’un en-tête de trame FECFrame devant la trame XFECFrame ;
la construction d’une tranche de données dont le type est un premier type ou un second type sur la base de la
trame XFECFrame dans laquelle l’en-tête de trame FECFrame est inséré de manière sélective, dans lequel le
premier type de tranche de données n’a pas d’en-tête de trame FECFrame et le second type de tranche de
données a un en-tête de trame FECFrame ;
l’entrelacement dans le temps de symboles de données de service correspondant à la trame XFECFrame dans
la tranche de données ;
l’entrelacement en fréquence des symboles de données de service entrelacés dans le temps ;
le codage des données de préambule par le schéma LDPC ;
le mappage des données de préambule codées en symboles de données de préambule ;
l’entrelacement dans le temps des symboles de données de préambule à l’exclusion des positions pilotes dans
les symboles de données de préambule ;
l’entrelacement en fréquence des symboles de données de préambule entrelacés dans le temps ;
la construction d’une trame de signal sur la base des symboles de données de préambule entrelacés dans le
temps et des symboles de données de service entrelacés en fréquence ;
la modulation de la trame de signal construite par un procédé de multiplexage par répartition en fréquence
orthogonale, OFDM ; et
la transmission du signal de diffusion vidéo numérique comprenant la trame de signal modulée,
dans lequel les symboles de données de préambule sont divisés en blocs de largeur de bande égale et dans
lequel une largeur de bande de la tranche de données ne dépasse pas une largeur de bande de chaque bloc.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

l’entrelacement par bit des données de service codées.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les données de préambule comprennent des informations indiquant
un type de la tranche de données.

4. Procédé de réception d’un signal de diffusion vidéo numérique dans un récepteur câblé, le procédé comprenant :

la réception du signal de diffusion vidéo numérique ;
la démodulation du signal de diffusion vidéo numérique reçu par l’utilisation d’un procédé de multiplexage par
répartition en fréquence orthogonale, OFDM ;
l’obtention d’une trame de signal à partir du signal de diffusion vidéo numérique démodulé, dans lequel la trame
de signal comprend des symboles de données de préambule et des symboles de données de service, dans
lequel les symboles de données de préambule sont divisés en blocs de largeur de bande égale et dans lequel
une largeur de bande d’une tranche de données ne dépasse pas une largeur de bande de chaque bloc ;
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le désentrelacement en fréquence des symboles de données de service ;
le désentrelacement dans le temps des symboles de données de service désentrelacés en fréquence corres-
pondant à une trame XFECFrame dans laquelle un en-tête de trame FECFrame est inséré de manière sélective,
dans lequel le type de tranche de données est un premier type ou un second type, dans lequel le premier type
de tranche de données n’a pas d’en-tête de trame FECFrame et le second type de tranche de données a un
en-tête de trame FECFrame ;
l’obtention sélective de l’en-tête de trame FECFrame à partir de la tranche de données selon le type de la
tranche de données ;
le démappage de la trame XFECFrame en une trame FECFrame par une constellation QAM ;
le décodage des données de service de la trame FECFrame par un schéma de décodage de contrôle de parité
à faible densité, LDPC ;
le désentrelacement en fréquence des symboles de données de préambule ;
le désentrelacement dans le temps des symboles de données de préambule désentrelacés en fréquence à
l’exclusion des positions pilotes dans les symboles de données de préambule désentrelacés en fréquence ;
le démappage des symboles de données de préambule désentrelacés dans le temps en des données de
préambule ; et
le décodage des données de préambule démappées par le schéma de décodage LDPC.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, comprenant en outre :

le désentrelacement par bit des données de service de la trame FECFrame.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel les données de préambule comprennent des informations indiquant
le type de la tranche de données.

7. Emetteur câblé de transmission d’un signal de diffusion vidéo numérique, l’émetteur câblé comprenant :

un moyen (702-0) pour le codage de données de service par un schéma de contrôle de parité à faible densité,
LDPC, et pour la sortie d’une trame de correction d’erreur directe, FECFrame, des données de service codées ;
un moyen (704-0) pour le mappage de la trame FECFrame en une trame de correction d’erreur directe complexe,
XFECFrame, par une constellation QAM ;
un moyen (705-0) pour l’insertion sélective d’un en-tête de trame FECFrame devant la trame XFECFrame ;
un moyen (706-0) pour la construction d’une tranche de données dont le type est un premier type ou un second
type sur la base de la trame XFECFrame dans laquelle l’en-tête de trame FECFrame est inséré de manière
sélective, dans lequel le premier type de tranche de données n’a pas d’en-tête de trame FECFrame et le second
type de tranche de données a un en-tête de trame FECFrame ;
un moyen (708-0) pour l’entrelacement dans le temps des symboles de données de service correspondant à
la trame XFECFrame dans la tranche de données ;
un moyen (709-0) pour l’entrelacement en fréquence des symboles de données de service entrelacés dans le
temps ;
un moyen (702-L1) pour le codage des données de préambule par le schéma LDPC ;
un moyen (704-L1) pour le mappage des données de préambule codées en symboles de données de préambule ;
un moyen (708-L1) pour l’entrelacement dans le temps des symboles de données de préambule à l’exclusion
des positions pilotes dans les symboles de données de préambule ;
un moyen (709-L1) pour l’entrelacement en fréquence des symboles de données de préambule entrelacés
dans le temps ;
un moyen (711) pour la construction d’une trame de signal sur la base des symboles de données de préambule
entrelacés en fréquence et des symboles de données de service entrelacés en fréquence ;
un moyen (712) pour la modulation de la trame de signal par un procédé OFDM ; et
un moyen pour le signal de diffusion vidéo numérique comprenant la transmission de la trame de signal modulée,
dans lequel les symboles de données de préambule sont divisés en blocs de largeur de bande égale et dans
lequel une largeur de bande de la tranche de données ne dépasse pas une largeur de bande de chaque bloc.

8. Emetteur câblé selon la revendication 7, comprenant en outre :

un moyen (703-0) pour l’entrelacement par bit des données de service codées.

9. Emetteur câblé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel les données de préambule comprennent des informations
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indiquant un type de la tranche de données.

10. Récepteur câblé servant à la réception d’un signal de diffusion vidéo numérique, le récepteur câblé comprenant :

un moyen (r700) pour la réception du signal de diffusion vidéo numérique ;
un moyen (r702) pour la démodulation du signal de diffusion vidéo numérique reçu par l’utilisation d’un procédé
de multiplexage par répartition en fréquence orthogonale, OFDM ; un moyen (r708) pour l’obtention de la trame
de signal à partir du signal de diffusion vidéo numérique démodulé, dans lequel la trame de signal comprend
des symboles de données de préambule et des symboles de données de service, dans lequel les symboles
de données de préambule sont divisés en blocs de largeur de bande égale et dans lequel une largeur de bande
d’une tranche de données ne dépasse pas une largeur de bande de chaque bloc ;
un moyen (r709) pour le désentrelacement en fréquence des symboles de données de service ;
un moyen (r711) pour le désentrelacement dans le temps des symboles de données de service désentrelacés
dans le temps correspondant à une trame XFECFrame dans laquelle un en-tête de trame FECFrame est inséré
de manière sélective, dans lequel le type de la tranche de données est un premier type ou un second type,
dans lequel le premier type de tranche de données n’a pas d’en-tête de trame FECFrame et le second type de
tranche de données a un en-tête de trame FECFrame ;
un moyen (r712-C) pour l’obtention sélective de l’en-tête de trame FECFrame à partir de la tranche de données
selon le type de la tranche de données ;
un moyen (r713-C) pour le démappage de la trame XFECFrame en une trame FECFrame par une constellation
QAM ;
un moyen (r715-C) pour le décodage des données de service de la trame FECFrame par un schéma de
décodage LDPC ;
un moyen (r709-L1) pour le désentrelacement en fréquence des symboles de données de préambule ;
un moyen (r710-L1) pour le désentrelacement dans le temps des symboles de données de préambule désen-
trelacés en fréquence à l’exclusion des positions pilotes dans les symboles de données de préambule désen-
trelacés en fréquence ;
un moyen (r713-L1) pour le démappage des symboles de données de préambule désentrelacés dans le temps
en des données de préambule ; et
un moyen (r715-L1) pour le décodage des données de préambule démappées par le schéma de décodage
LDPC.

11. Récepteur câblé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en outre :

un moyen (r714-C) pour le désentrelacement par bit des données de service de la trame FECFrame.

12. Récepteur câblé selon la revendication 10, dans lequel les données de préambule comprennent des informations
indiquant le type de la tranche de données.
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